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Doris Lessing and Tsitsi Dangarembga write fiction set in Zimbabwe, the

former Southern Rhodesia. Although Lessing grew up as a white settler and

Dangarembga, a generation later, as part of the colonized African population, the

women sometimes address similar issues. Both write of young girls trying to find a

speaking position; under colonialism, what they want to say cannot be said.

Lessing's first-person stories differ from her more distant third-person works, which

show how white settlers either refuse to recognize their own complicity within the

colonial system or accept living a compromised life. Her younger narrators are as yet

innocent; the stories often focus on the character's discovery of her own responsibility

as a member of the white ruling class. However, these girls have varying levels of self

awareness; some seem unaware of the implications of their stories, while others catch

glimpses of their own complicity, yet are unable to act. Although Lessing herself is

highly critical of colonialism, her stories sometimes risk textually replicating and thus

reinforcing the values she criticizes.

Dangarembga's first-person novel Nervous Conditions (1988) portrays Tambu,

a girl from a poor African family, and her more modern cousin Nyasha. Tambu

narrates the story as an adult, Although Nyasha resents colonialism and her patriarchal

family, Tambu proceeds with her education, attempting to ignore the injustice around

her. Because of the use of an adult narrator, the reader sees what Tambu the child

cannot see. Nyasha is unable to voice her concerns; her protest surfaces as anorexia.
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Both Lessing's and Dangarembga's characters have difficulty speaking because

colonialism does not include a space for what they want to say; even if they spoke, their

words could make little difference. Lessing' s characters can "speak" only by leaving

the countly, as Lessing herself did. Dangarembga's Tambu may or may not have

"escaped" her situation; by the book's publication, Rhodesia had overcome white rule,

and it may be this political change that allows Tambu to tell her story.
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Writing Rhodesia: Young Girls as Narrators
in Works by Doris Lessing and Tsitsi Dangarembga

1. INTRODUCTION

Doris Lessing and Tsitsi Dangarembga have both written fiction set in

Zimbabwe, the former Southern Rhodesia. Although their backgrounds are different

Lessing grew up as a member of the white settler class, while Dangarembga, a

generation later, was part of the black colonized populationthe two women

sometimes address similar issues. In particular, both use young girls as narrators or

viewpoint characters, and both write about women who are trying to find a speaking

position. Often, however, given the circumstances of the colonial world these

characters live in, what they want to say cannot be said.

In this study, I examine works by both authors to find ways these writings

complement or shed light on each other. I first look at Doris Lessing's young first-

person narrators (or viewpoint characters) within the context of her more distantly

narrated African works. I then focus on Tsitsi Dangarembga's first-person novel,

Nervous Conditions.
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Lessing's third-person narrators: The Grass Is Singing and her African stories

Doris Lessing's numerous novels and short stories deal with a wide variety of

political and feminist issues. Her African stories are set in colonial Rhodesia during the

1920s to 1940s. Although the relationship between colonizer and colonized is often

understated, the colonized Africans hover in the background; they cannot be

completely ignored. The effort of maintaining an image of white superiority takes its

toll on Lessing' s characters; the stories are devastating portrayals of a world at odds

with itself. The characters are often white women who are themselves victims of a

colonial and patriarchal system; they are "stuck," married to farmers who eke out a

living watching their laborers work. These wives have little to do beyond giving orders

in their own kitchens, bolstering their husbands' egos, and complaining about the

servants.

Lessing's third-person African stories portray the compromising effects of

colonialism on these settlers. The Grass Is Singing (GIS) (1950), her only full-length

novel about Africa, shows the emotional deterioration of Mary Turner as she and her

ineffectual husband Dick struggle to maintain their tenuous hold on their farm. While

Dick spends his days on the land, Mary remains isolated indoors; eventually, she begins

to catch glimpses of humanity in her houseboy Moses, a humanity that cannot be

acknowledged within her colonial view of the world. Cut off from the rest of white

society, Mary slowly loses her mind. Eventually, complicit in her own fate, she is

murdered by Moses. A "bad business," Charlie Slatter and the other whites conclude

(GIS 19), refusing to examine the situation too closely. For Mary, they feel only "a
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bitter, contemptuous anger" (18); she has "let the side down" (24). The story is told by

a distant narrator, and the tone is judgmental and harsh. The novel's violence,

however, is unusual. In the stories collected in African Stories (AS), the focus is not

on murder, but on how complicity with the system affects the white settlers; the stories

are mundane rather than dramatic. Some of them involve a would-be liberal, just out

from England, who nevertheless becomes a part of the colonial system. Others involve

the restricted lives of women in a hierarchical society and their acceptance of the

second-rate in a life that can never be perfect.

Lessing's first-person stories: the young girl's view

Although Lessing's stories of adult southern African characters are often

unsympathetic, told by a distant third-person narrator, her young viewpoint characters

or narrators are more likable, perhaps because the only morally acceptable role for a

white person is a temporary onethat of a child as yet unaware of the effects of the

colonial system. Some of Lessing's young viewpoint characters are blind to their

surroundings; others catch glimpses of the injustice of colonialism and the patriarchy

within their own families. But whatever they see, they have trouble expressing it.

At times, some of Lessing' s youngest narrators seem unaware of the attitudes

they reveal. In "The Nuisance," for example, the child's voice is an echo of the

community's. She watches the native women, bright and colorful as "a flock of

brilliant noisy parrots" (AS 96). When the wagon driver's cross-eyed wife is found

dead in the well, the narrator finds it odd that a native might commit suicide: "it seemed
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almost like an impertinence, as if they were claiming to have the same delicate feelings

as ours" (102). In part, the shock for the reader is in how the whites see the natives: it

is only "as y°' they have "delicate feelings." But there is also a moral ambiguity here:

did "the cross-eyed one" fall, or commit suicide, or was she pushed? Whatever the

answer, the whites would rather not think about it too much.

In "Traitors," an adult narrator tells how she and her sister used to visit the old

Thompson house. With one exception, the viewpoint remains that of the child. At the

old ruin behind their farm, the little girls play at being Mr. Thompson, staggering

drunkenly with an empty bottle or "shouting abusive gibberish at an invisible audience

of natives" (42). But they stop their game after a native woman appears and asks,

"When is Boss Thompson coming back?" (42). "Go away," they shout, but she only

laughs, a laugh that means "something outside our knowledge and experience" (42). It

is this line, coupled with their father's comment that their mother should "be just" in

how she views Mr. Thompson"After all, he was here alone all those years" (43)

that suggests something beyond the girls' understanding. When Mr. Thompson and his

new wife arrive, the girls rush ahead and clear the bottles from the old homesite,

believing their parents disapprove of Mr. Thompson only because of his drinking.

Afterwards, their mother sighs, "It's no life for a woman, this" (46), and it's clear she

means more than the girls can understand.

The lives of women also predominate in "Old John's Place." Although this

story is told by a third-person narrator, the viewpoint is primarily that of thirteen-year-

old Kate, who watches as first the Sinclairs and then the Laceys occupy the farm on the



opposite ridge. Both couples are outsiders, unable to belong among the families of the

tightly knit farming community. Through Kate's eyes, we watch the men and women

of the district gather at regular parties, discreetly separating and recombining,

disappearing into dark corners and then emerging again. Something is being "given

latitude" here, "existing only because if it were forbidden it would be even more

dangerous" (156). When the attractive Mrs. Lacey moves in, Kate is invited to "spend

the day"; she is aware that her impressions of the new decorationsand the new

occupantsare "being used as a test for what the neighbours might later say" (163).

Despite her fascination with Mrs. Lacey, Kate does not resist her role as representative

of the community; she recognizes that the Laceys' departure is inevitable. Although

the story focuses on the hierarchies within the white colonizing society, the Africans are

visible on the periphery. At one point, Kate notices they're being observed: "a crowd

of natives gathered outside in the dark, pressing their noses to the wire gauze" (178).

But the most obvious "absence" is that of the unnamed native nanny, who "had orders

not to touch the baby"; no germs must be allowed near the child (164). Kate and the

third-person narrator do not reflect on these things, but their inclusion by the author

reminds us of the native presence that cannot be ignored.

"Getting Off the Altitude" in some ways parallels "Old John's Place," although

it is told by a first-person narrator. The Slatters, like the Sinclairs and Laceys, live on

the ridge opposite the viewpoint character's home, but the Slatters are very much a

part of the district. The story opens with a flashforward scene that sets up a mirror

relationship between the young narrator and Molly Slatter: "That night of the dance,



years later," the narrator sees Mrs. Slatter come into the bedroom "with a cold and

terrible face"; when Molly leaves, the narrator says, "I went to the mirror to see my

own face" (555). She then tells the story of Molly and her husband, the boorish Charlie

Slatter, who treats his field hands and his family with equal contempt; this is the same

Charlie Slatter who represents the white community in The Grass is Singing. Although

Charlie spends most of his nights on a neighboring farm with Emmie Pntt, Molly is

proud of him: he's "worth as much as any man in the district," she says, adding that

"Mr. Slatter's a man that does not know his own strength" (560). This is a story with

no clear resolution: Molly Slatter puts up with her situation, and the narrator may or

may not see how her own life will echo Molly's. The relationship between the absolute

power Charlie holds over his field hands and his family, however, is clear.

The young girl who narrates "The Old Chief Mshlanga" is the character who

comes closest to recognizing her responsibility as part of the white ruling class.

Interestingly, it begins in third person. A young girl sees Africa through the cultural

lens of an English fairy tale: the leaves of the corn fieldsthe mealie fieldsarch "like

cathedrals," and in her imagination's eye, they are replaced by "the gnarled roots of an

oak, snow falling thick and soft and white" (47). The child is known to the local

children as "Nkosikaas," or "Chieftainess"; as she roams the farm with her rifle, her

dogs chase natives up trees. It is when she first meets Chief Mshlanga that the

narrative changes to first person: "One evening, when I was about fourteen," the

narrator tells us, she meets three Africans who don't move aside when she approaches.

"I was angry. It was 'cheek' for a native not to stand off a path" (49). But the old
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chief's dignity impresses her, and she soon begins reading African history books instead

of European fairy tales. "It seemed only necessary to let free that respect I felt when I

was talking with the Old Chief Mshlanga, to let both black and white people meet

gently, with tolerance for each other's differences: it seemed quite easy," she says

(5 1)but the narrator's retrospective "it seemed" reveals the inadequacy of this dream.

One day the girl visits the chief's kraal, and here Lessing describes Africa as she

does nowhere else: "I saw the huts were lovingly decorated with patterns of yellow and

red and ochre mud on the walls; and the thatch was tied in place with plaits of straw.

This was not at all like our farm compound, a dirty and neglected place, a temporary

home for migrants who had no roots in it" (54). But the magic can't last. The chief is

not pleased to see hera white child's visit can only bring troubleand she finds she

has nothing to say: "What had I expected? I could not join them socially: the thing was

unheard of' (55).

Walking home, she begins to feel "a queer hostility in the landscape," as if it

were saying, "you walk here as a destroyer" (56). Something seems to die in the girl

that day, and the rest of the story is told impersonally, without analysis, as if she can't

bear to examine events too closely. She sees the old chiefonly once again, when he

comes to discuss some marauding goats. Later the girl's father mentions the story to a

visiting policeman, who says that "That kraal has no right to be there" (57). Eventually

the girl hears that "Chief Mshlanga and his people had been moved two hundred miles

east, to a proper Native Reserve; the Government land was going to be opened up for

white settlement soon" (57). When she visits the old village a year later, "mounds of
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red mud" are all that remain of the huts; whoever gets this land will have mealie stalks

fifteen feet tall and will wonder "what unsuspected vein of richness he has struck" (58).

Many of Lessing's young characters seem to have only a limited understanding

of what they see. The narrator of "Old Chief Mshlanga" sees more clearly than

Lessing's other young girls, but she still does not act or even speak when the

authorities move the old chief's village. What can be said within a culture depends on

who's doing the talking and who makes the rules. In Southern Rhodesia, the countly

was run by white males. For young white women on the periphery of power, finding a

satisfactory speaking position would have been difficult. This is why many of Lessing's

stories end just at the point where the characteror at least the readercatches a

glimpse of injustice. For these women, finding a voice may be impossible unless they

leave the country; this is what Lessing herself did, as do her heroines Anna Wulf in The

Golden Notebook and Martha Quest of the Children of Violence novels. But in The

Grass Is Singing and much of Lessing' s shorter fiction, the women are stuck. How

they do or do not come to terms with this situation is the theme of many of the works

collected in African Stories.

Tsitsi Dangarembga's Nervous Conditions

For the colonized people in Tsitsi Dangarembga's 1988 novel Nervous

Conditions (NC), especially the women, finding a voice in a colonized country is

virtually impossible. Nervous Conditions is narrated by Tambu, who is thirteen when

the story opens in 1968. "I was not sorry when my brother died," she begins (NC 1).



Because of her brother's death, Tambu is able to leave her family's impoverished

homestead and move to the mission where her uncle, Babamukuru, is headmaster of the

school. Babamukuru has a master's degree from England; he and his wife Maiguru

have been back in Rhodesia for three yearssince 1965, the year of the white

government's Unilateral Declaration of Independence from European rulebut their

children are still affected by their time in England. As Tambu's cousin Nyasha says of

her parents, "now they're stuck with hybrids for children" (78).

Nyasha and Tambu serve as the novel's dual protagonists. While Nyasha

relentlessly questions colonialism and its effects on herself and her family, Tambu

quietly proceeds with her education. There is much that Tambu the child would prefer

to ignore. But the story is told by Tambu the adult narrator, and as she says at the end

of the book, "Quietly, unobtrusively, and extremely fitfully, something in my mind

began to assert itself, to question things and refuse to be brainwashed, bringing me to

this time when I can set down this story" (204). There is thus a balance, throughout

the story, between what Tambu the child does not see and what Nyasha and Tambu the

adult narrator see all too well. The narrator moves freely through time to negotiate

these shifting views.

Tambu's new position as a mission school student allows her to see that the

gender inequalities she has seen at home are repeated within her uncle's middle-class

family. "This business of womanhood is a heavy burden," her mother has told her;

there is "the poverty of blackness on one side and the weight of womanhood on the

other" (16). Tambu decides it is "better to be like Maiguru, who was not poor and had
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not been crushed by the weight of womanhood" (16). At the mission she is surprised

to learn that her aunt Maiguru, too, has a master's degree, yet she sees none of her own

pay. "The victimisation, I saw, was universal. It didn't depend on poverty, on lack of

education or on tradition" (166). Nevertheless, Tambu continues to study; eventually,

she is selected to be one of only six African girls at the white-run Sacred Heart school.

While Tambu studies at the convent, Nyasha becomes increasingly anorexic.

Food imagery is prevalent throughout the novel. Tambu's father claims his brother,

Babamukuru, has "devoured English letters with a ferocious appetite" (36), but he

thinks Tambu herself should forget about schooling: "Can you cook books and feed

them to your husband?" (15). Tambu's mother says one shouldn't "expect the

ancestors to stomach so much Englishness" (203). It is not surprising, then, that when

Nyasha's father objects to her disobedience, he exerts his power by ordering her to

eatand she exerts hers by refusing. "Imagine all that fuss over a plateful of food," she

tells Tambu. "But it's more that that really, more than just food" (190). By the end of

the book, Nyasha's anorexic body is wasting away, and her ranting finally forces her

parents to seek help:

She rampaged, shredding her history book between her
teeth ("Their history. Fucking liars. Their bloody lies.")

"They've trapped us. But I won't be trapped. I'm
not a good girl." (201)

Nyasha' s refusal to be a good girl is partially a rejection of her father's position

as a "good native." In this role, Babamukuru adopts the values of the English

colonizers and even exaggerates them. The whites see him as "cultivable, in the way

that land is, to yield harvests that sustain the cultivator" (19). Babamukuru' s education
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gains him material privileges and also enhances his status as family patriarch. His

relatives see him as a minor deity, bestowing wealth and education upon their children:

"Head of the family, princeling, we thank you," says Tambu's father (183). Nyasha,

aware of her father's privileges, fears that she and Tambu will be compromised in the

same ways. Babamukuru sees himself as responsible for his relatives' lives; when he

decides that Tambu's parents must have a proper Christian marriage to counter their

run of misfortunes, Tambu is appalled but unable to protest. But her body, like her

cousin's, speaks for her: "I found I could not get out of bed. . . . my muscles simply

refused to obey the half-hearted commands I was issuing to them" (166). Finally, she

tells us, "I appeared to have slipped out of my body and was standing somewhere near

the foot of the bed"; unable to escape her body entirely, she eventually speaks, refuses

to go to the wedding, and accepts her uncle's punishment.

Initially, Tambu says her story is about "my escape" and "my mother's and

Maiguru' s entrapment; and about Nyasha' s rebellion" (1). Whether Tambu "escapes"

is open to question. Throughout the narration, she remains aware as an adult of what

she cannot see as a child: "These were complex, dangerous thoughts that I was stirring

up," she writes; "I busied myself with housework" (39). Even at the end of the story,

Tambu the young student ignores the "seed of a suspicion" she has begun to notice: "I

banished the suspicion, buried it in the depths of my subconscious, and happily went

back to Sacred Heart" (203). Tambu's change takes place within the last paragraph of

the book, after the story is over: "I was young then and able to banish things, but seeds

do grow. . . . Quietly, unobtrusively, and extremely fitfully, something in my mind
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began to assert itself, to question things and refuse to be brainwashed, bringing me to

this time when I can set down this story" (204).

Like Lessing's characters, Tsitsi Dangarembga's young narrator Tambu is

stuck. While colonialism lasts, not only can she not explain the injustice around her,

she can't even allow herself to see it. Gradually she realizes that traditional gender

roles favor her brother over herself as long as Nhamo is alive, he will enjoy school

while she helps her mother in the fields. Tambu sees education as her only chance to

leave poverty, but education may not solve the problems of colonialism and patriarchy,

which limit even her cousin Nyasha's more "modern" and educated family. Although

Tambu the adult narrator sees the broader picture, Tambu the child can do little to

change her world: if she is to avoid repeating her mother's impoverished life, her choice

is between collusion with the coloniststhe route Babamukuru followsand self-

destruction, which tempts Nyasha to anorexia and bulimia. Only after Zimbabwe's

independence can Tambu the narrator find a position from which to tell her story.

Lessing, Dangarembga, and the critics

Traditional critics, particularly feminists, have written extensively about

Lessing, but most focus on her novels and British-based fiction. Few postcolonial

theorists have discussed her work; such critics are more likely to focus on Third World

writers. This lack of attention may be due to Lessing' s "compromised" status as a

settler. Nevertheless, her anti-colonial views, along with her unwilling complicity
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within the colonialist system, should make her stories of interest to postcolonial

theorists.

Postcolonial criticism takes several forms. One branch involves examining

writing from within the colonizer culture to identify the ways hegemony has been

maintained. At the other extreme, criticism focuses on the writing of colonized peoples

themselves, identifying anti-colonial resistance within the texts and looking at the ways

colonized people establish a speaking position and "write back" to colonialism.

However, neither kind of interpretation is absolute. In the hegemonic texts of the

historic mainstream, one can sometimes find evidence of resistance. For example, a

close reading of Jane Austen's Mansfield Park reveals that the comforts of the Bertram

home are funded by the profits from the family's plantations in Antigua. As Edward

Said says, "The Bertrams could not have been possible without the slave trade"

(Culture and Imperialism 94). Although the novel contains "a mere half dozen passing

references to Antigua" (59), the Antiguans are visible as an absence. When young

Fanny asks her uncle about the slave trade, her question is met with a deafening silence,

suggesting that "one world could not be connected with the other since there simply is

no common language for both" (96). This difficulty in finding a language to talk about

the big issuesto find a speaking positionalso reflects Fanny's own situation as a

dependent woman, a "poor cousin" in the Bertram household. Like Lessing's young

characters, she cannot ask questions the authorities don't want to answer.

Lessing herself has always asked questions. She is an outspoken critic of

colonialism, but her portrayal of how the ruling class maintains its position attracts little
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attention from critics looking for hidden mechanisms of hegemony. In some ways, she

falls through the cracks between the two main schools of postcolonial thought. On the

other hand, some of her worksespecially The Grass Is Singinghave come under

limited attack as being potentially ambivalent: the very images Lessing uses to condemn

colonialism can sometimes reinforce the attitudes she means to attack. As Eve

Bertelsen points out, one reading of the novel supports a "fairly straightforward

confirmation of colonial wisdom," reinforcing the idea that Mary "deserved what she

got" (Bertelsen, "Veldtanschauung" 656).

In fact, both Lessing's and Dangarembga's works may be more ambiguous than

at first seems obvious. Lessing's work is an anti-colonial plea from a colonial that

sometimes loses its force because of Lessing's (unwilling) complicity with the ruling

class. In Dangarembga's novel, the complicity is less obvious, but it remains a

possibility: the very education that allows Tambu to tell her tale implicates her within

the interests of the ruling classwith white rule, when she's a child, and with the ruling

black elite when she becomes mature enough to write the book.

It is perhaps Lessing's ambivalent position that has caused her to receive so

little attention from postcolonial theorists. But the internal tensions of this

compromised position can be among the most interesting in fiction. As Steven Slemon

says, "Literary writing is about internalized conflict" (39), and settlers are masters at

turning conflict inward. The young narrators of Lessing's stories are learning the

internalization of conflict, and they're also becoming aware of their own complicity
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with the system of white privilegea system that will continue despite their own

recognition of this situation.

In Dangarembga's Nervous Conditions, ambu would seem to be in a very

different position. Unlike Lessing's characters, she is in no way a privileged member of

society. If Lessing' s characters find the men in the native kraals unknowable, they

would find the young girl Tambu virtually invisible. Her credentials as a victim of

colonialism are thus impeccable. Yet the very act oftelling her storyin English, the

language of the colonizersrenders Tambu visible and implicates her in the benefits of

the colonial system. Although she recognizes the unfairness of a system in which only

a few people benefit, she is similar to Lessing's characters in being powerless to act.
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Lessing's work is part of a long tradition of European writing about Africa;

Dangarembga's joins a much shorter tradition of writing by Africans themselves.

Postcolonial critics tend to look for hidden evidence of resistance "written in the

margins" of European texts; they also look for representation of colonized subjects and

evidence of these subjects' attempts to find speaking positions. These questions go

back to the writings of Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, and Gayatri Spivak. Sartre's

introduction to Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth points to the colonist's surprise

when the native begins to speak back: "What? They are able to talk by themselves?"

(8).

"Orientalism" and "Africanist discourse"

If native speech is surprising, it is partly because of an attitude Said refers to as

"Orientalism." Orientalismalong with being the academic study of the Orientis a

way of seeing other cultures as being different from the West: "a Western style for

dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient" (Orientalism 3). This

construction of "the Orient" allows the West to see itself as superior, with a nebulous

"Orient" representing everything the West is not. Such ideas came into existence

within a power structure that allowed the West to control the East, to define it, and to

speakfor itparticularly its womenthus justifying its imperialistic goals.
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Christopher Miller, in Blank Darkness, takes Orientalism a step further to what

he calls "Afuicanist discourse": "The two interlocking profiles of Europe and the

Orient leave no room for a third element, endowed with a positive shape of its own.

It is Africa that was always labeled 'the third part of the world" (16). Whereas Said's

Orientalism (a concept that originated exclusively in the minds of Western males)

confers specific characteristics on the East"its eccentricity, its backwardness, its

silent indifference, its feminine penetrability, its supine malleability" (144)a major

characteristic of Miller's Africanist discourse is the "emptiness" of Africa. Africa is

seen as a dream (or a nightmare), a "condition of blanknessof distance and

ignorance, of sleep" (62). Such a view reflects Hegel' s assessment of Africa:

What we properly understand by Africa, is the
Unhistorical, Undeveloped Spirit, still involved in the
conditions of mere nature, and which had to be presented
here only as on the threshold of the World's History.
(99)

John Gruesser, in White on Black, describes this way of looking at Africa as "a

discourse at odds with itself, projecting the West's desires on the perceived blank slate

of Africa" (1). Other aspects of Africanist discourse include variations on the

oppositions JanMohamed describes as binaries: the "diverse yet interchangeable

oppositions between white and black, good and evil, superiority and inferiority,

civilization and savagery, intelligence and emotion, rationality and sensuality, self and

Other, subject and object" (JanMohamed 63). Such binary oppositions show "a

manifestation of the West's ambivalence toward Africa" (Gruesser 3): the West is

good, reasonable, and bright, while Africa is evil, irrational, and dark.
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Although echoes of these ideasparticularly Africa's "emptiness" and its

existence "outside of time"are often found in European writing (including Lessing's),

the classic "Africanist" text is Conrad's Heart of Darkness (HID). The book involves

numerous images of Africa as a "void": "an empty stream, a great silence" (HID 66); a

"God-forsaken wilderness" (40). Following the tradition of "travelling back"a

"paradigm of Africanist narration" (Miller 171 )Conrad' s Marlow travels up the river

"to the earliest beginnings of the world" (HID 66). Similarly, his Africans "still

belonged to the beginnings of time" (75).

Chinua Achebe, in an often-cited review, condemns Heart of Darkness as

racist, objecting to the use of"Afiica as setting and backdrop which eliminates the

African as a human factor" (788). Said protests that although Achebe's complaint

ignores the subtleties of Conrad's work, his own novels show "that he understands how

the form works" when "he rewritespainstakingly and with originalityConrad"

(Culture 76). Miller sees Heart of Darkness as "a self-conscious meditation on

misunderstanding" that is "neither colonialistic enough to be damnable nor ironic

enough to be completely untainted by 'colonialistic bias.' The net effect is a subversion

of Africanist discourse from within" (Miller 171). The same might be said, to a lesser

degree, of some of Lessing's works. Sometimes, however, the "subversive" element is

not always clear. Lessing' s characters sometimes see Africans as children, but

occasionally the text itself refers to Africa as empty or outside of time; it might be easy

to miss the irony of the apparently timeless view of "this antique scene: Women,

drawing water at the well" in "The Nuisance" (AS 97).
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JanMohamed points out that although "the Other"that which is different from

the selfmight offer the potential for understanding one's own culture, most attempts

at writing about the colonized Other are failures: "The assumption of moral superiority

subverts the very potential of colonialist literature. Instead of being an exploration of

the racial Other, such literature merely affirms its own ethnocentric assumptions" (65).

In many casesin the Rhodesia of Lessing's childhood, for examplethere is no space

in which the "Other" can be known.

Feminist critics and Third World Women: the "colonialist move"

If the colonized male subject represents "the Other" to the colonizer, the

colonized female is the "Other to that which is itself Other," as Michelle Vizzard puts

it, "and thus, barely within dominant modes of comprehension" (unpaginated). When a

Third World woman writes, she is the Other writing back, and criticseven feminist

criticshave not always known what to make of her. Feminist criticism has evolved in

parallel with postcolonial criticism, and at first the two tended to be mutually exclusive.

More recently, the intersection between gender and imperialism has become fruitfiul

ground for critics, but early feminist criticism, as Chandra Mohanty points out, initially

grew out of the same hegemonic discourse as imperialism itself. Despite the apparent

marginality of feminism at home, "Western feminist writing on women in the Third

World must be considered in the context of the global hegemony of Western

scholarship" (258).
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Mohanty points out that the "assumption of women as an always already

constituted group"a group that is "powerless, exploited, sexually harassed, and so

on"is remarkably similar to "sexist discourse" itself, a discourse that labels women as

"weak, emotional, having math anxiety, etc." (259). Instead of assuming women's lack

of power and finding examples that prove it, feminists should look at specific

circumstances, avoiding assumptions that ignore class and ethnic identities: "Such

simplistic formulations. . . reinforce binary divisions between men and women"; that is,

they reinforce the idea that "Men exploit, women are exploited" (265). The one binary

opposition JanMohamed neglects to mention is the obvious malefemale one.

Referring to Foucault's view of power relations, Mohanty points out that the

problem with seeing power as being divided in such ways is that "it locks all

revolutionary struggles into binary structures," with some groups possessing power and

others being powerless; it assumes that "Women are powerless, unified groups" (271):

What happens when this assumption of "women as an
oppressed group" is situated in the context of Western
feminist writing about Third World Women? It is here
that I locate the colonialist move. . . . we see how
Western feminists alone become the true "subjects" of
this counterhistory. Third world women, in contrast,
never rise above the debilitating generality of their
"object" status. (271)

This "colonialist move" ultimately robs Third World women of their "historical and

political agency" (271), and it is a move that is echoed in later criticism: at what point

do descriptions of powerlessness contribute to perceptions of inferiority? Western

feminists, no matter what their intentions, are part of the Western power structure, and

thus their conclusions reflect Western attitudes: "Since no connections are made
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between First and Third World power shifts, the assumption is reinforced that the Third

World just has not evolved to the extent that the West has" (272)an assumption that

echoes the "primitive" and "timeless" aspects of Miller's Africanist discourse.

One early feminist critic to look at African writing is Katherine Frank, who asks

whether Western critical approaches can be applied to African women's literature (35).

Pointing out that African works are often divided into three periods (traditional,

colonial, and independent), she notes a "nostalgic celebration" of the traditional in

much African writing. Yet writing by African women does "not reflect this vision of a

lost golden age" found in writing by men (44); for women, "traditional life was often

fill of hardship and oppression" (45). Frank sees the African heroine as torn between

two identities: "her communally-bred sense of herself as an African, and her feminist

aspirations for autonomy and self-realization." While feminism values "personal

growth and individual fulfilment. . . African society, of course. . places the values of

the group over those of the individual." Frank thus concludes that "the notion of an

African feminist almost seems a contradiction in terms" (45).

Later writers criticize Frank's "of course" and its essentialist implications.

Susan Andrade, for example, points out that Frank is "unable to reconcile feminism

with a monolithic Africa" (92); her argument "characterizes communalism in all African

societies as patriarchal and all feminism as European and individualistic" (93).

Andrade, like Mohanty, is concerned with the way white feminists are a part of"a

European system of thought which is saturated by imperialism" (92). However, she

says, postcolonial critics can be just as blind: "While these feminist critics gloss over
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race, many critics of colonial texts ignore the category of gender," reading texts

"exclusively through the privileged category of race" (93). Thus both feminists and

traditional anti-imperialist theoristsincluding Fanon and JanMohamedcan be guilty

of privileging certain approaches:

Too often, masculinist cultural critics and Eurocentric
feminist critics each read their valorized theory
allegorically, and then use it to displace and replace
gender or race respectively. That is to say, for European
feminists, race is merely a trope for gender, another way
to understand the larger oppression of women. For
masculinist cultural critics, the privileged category of
race subsumes all others: gender serves as a lens through
which the greater oppression of Non-Europeans can be
understood. Neither of the above theoretical positions
offers a space from which an African feminist criticism
can be articulated. (94)

When gender becomes a way of speaking metaphorically about race, genuine

feminist concerns can become subsumed or even intensified:

This kind of analysis also encourages the conflation of
categories; the violence of colonialism is translated into
the emasculation (read: feminization) of male natives, a
gesture that codes femininity pejoratively. Such analyses
inevitably elide the gendered and racial violence to which
female natives are subjected. (93)

In other words, white women are seen as metaphorically equivalent to colonized men

(inferior in colonial society), and black men are seen as metaphorically equivalent to

women (inferior in traditionally patriarchal societies). What's more, using malefemale

language as merely a metaphor for whiteblack relationships obscures the multiplying

effects of male domination on women who already suffer the effects of colonization or

race and thus are at the bottom of the hierarchy:
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But sexuality comes close, here, to being no more than a
metaphor for other, more important (that is, male)
dynamics played out in what Said calls "an exclusively
male province." Sexuality as a trope for other power
relations was certainly an abiding aspect of imperial
power. The feminizing of the "virgin" land. . . operated
as a metaphor for relations that were very often not
about sexuality at all. (McClintock 14).

Although using gender as a metaphor for other relationships can be

counterproductive, examining the intersection of the effects of gender, race, and class

has proven to be highly usefW for later critics, and many current scholars investigate

postcolonial issues through the lens of feminism. In Lessing's works, the

"femininization" of male natives affects gender hierarchies within white settler societies,

as does the exaggeration of "masculine" traits required by the role of "boss."

Dangarembga's women suffer the effects of both colonialism and patriarchy, and each

intensifies the other.

Spivak, Trinh Minh-ha, and the concept of complicity

Traditionally, African women have belonged to what Gayatri Spivak calls the

"subaltern" population, a term meaning "proletariat" that was originally used by

Antonio Gramsci to refer specifically to Italian peasantsthose "whose voice could not

be heard" because it was "structurally written out of the capitalist bourgeois narrative"

("Glossary" web site). Spivak highlights the position of the subaltern in her essay "Can

the Subaltern Speak?" In many cases, she concludes, the answer is "no"the subaltern

cannot. If white women's voices are muted in Lessing's works, native women's voices

are often silenced. In "Old John's Place," not only is the nanny forbidden to touch the
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baby, but the text itself prevents her from being heard. Kate asks, "Have you told Mrs.

Lacey?" but the nanny's reply is given only indirectly: "The nanny indicated that she

had told Mrs. Lacey, who had said she would come when she could" (AS 169). In

Dangarembga's book, individual women are repeatedly unable to speak; Nyasha's

anorexia becomes a voicein a self-destructive wayfor the things she is unable to

say, and only at the end of Nervous Conditions is Tambu able to begin saying the things

she cannot say as a child.

Marx's solution was to speak for those unable to speak for themselves: "They

cannot represent themselves, they must be represented" (124). But speaking for others

can mean taking over their voicescontrolling what they say. The solution, says

Spivak, is "not to give the subaltern voice, but to clear the space to allow it to speak"

("Glossary" web site). Yet even when less dominant groups are heard, their voices

tend to be controlled by those in power: "The complicity between 'speaking for' and

'portraying' must be kept in mind"; there is "always an element of interpretation

involved in representation," and that means we should pay attention to who is "doing

the interpreting" ("Representation" web site). As Said says about Jane Austen's book,

interpretation depends on "who does the interpreting, when it is done, and no less

important, from where it is done" (93), suggesting that any interpretation bears the

mark of the interpreter.

This issue of representation and interpretation leads to the question of who can

speak for a group. The idea of writing authentically"from the inside"suggests that

only the poor should write about poverty, or only black Africans should write about
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Africa. But as Trinh Minh-Ha asks, where should the dividing line be? "How should it

be defined? By skin color (no blacks should make films on yellows)? By language

(only Fulam can talk about Fulani...)? By nation (only Vietnamese can produce works

on Vietnam)?" (Trihn Minh-ha "No Master Territories" 217).

Lessing seems aware of these questions, and she rarely attempts to speak "for"

the Africans in her stories; perhaps that is why her Africans are so often silent.

Dangarembga's Tambu seems a more fitting ambassador, but as Trilm Minh-ha asks,

what happens when an insider "gets out"? Does speaking the language of the

oppressorin this case, Englishnecessarily prevent one from speaking the language

of one's origin? When Tambu's brother first comes home from the mission, "He had

forgotten how to speak Shona" (NC 52)except, of course, when he wanted

something important, at which point his native language "would miraculously return"

(53). Tambu's cousin Nyasha seems genuinely estranged from her native language

(and thus her roots), complaining that the other students "do not like my language, my

English, because it is authentic and my Shona, because it is not!" (196). "The moment

the insider steps out from the inside," says Trinh Minh-ha, "she is no longer a mere

insider (and vice versa). She necessarily looks in from the outside while also looking

out from the inside" (217).

This image is suggestive of the natives Kate sees looking in through window at

the white people's party in "Old John's Place" (AS 178). In Nervous Conditions, we

see a similar image, but from the other side: we stand outside with Tambu, "peering in

at the window," as the family elders"the patriarchy," she calls themdecide on the
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fate of her pregnant aunt, Lucia (NC 143). This "peering in" also reminds me, in

reverse, of Kenneth Burke's famous metaphor for the on-going "conversation" of

history: "Imagine that you enter a parlor," and others "are engaged in a heated

discussion" that has gone on indefinitely: "You listen.. . then you put in your oar"

(110). But joining the conversation only works for those who can enter the parlor.

For those outsidethose peering in through the back windowthere is no possibility

of joining in.

In her book Woman, Native, Other, Trinh Minh-ha looks at the triple role of the

Third World woman who wants to be heardthe "woman of color who writes," who

must choose between three identities: "Writer of color? Woman writer? Or woman of

color? Which comes first? Where does she place her loyalties?" (6). Her concern is

for the Third World woman whose voice is rarely heardthe Other, or Spivak's

subaltern. But once she becomes a writer, does she maintain her "subaltern" status,

now that she's also on the outside looking in? One wonders whether Tambu, finally

able to "set down" her story, struggles with some of these questions after the close of

Nervous Conditions.

When the subaltern tries to speak, she often finds there are no words for what

she wants to say, and that others have spoken in her place: "You try and keep on trying

to unsay it, for if you don't, they will not fail to fill in the blanks on your behalf, and

you will be said" (Woman 80). Although Western feminists express an academic

interest in the Third World Woman, she is often absent from the discussion itself: "A

conversation of 'us' with 'us' about 'them' is a conversation in which 'them' is
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silenced" (68). When she is invited, the Third World woman is aware of the "need to

acquire good manners" (68). Refusing her role as a token dinner guest might act as a

statement in its own right, but if the absence is unnoticed, "my silence goes unheard"

(83). In hopes that her participation will affect the discussion, therefore, "no invitation

is declined" (83). Nyasha has similar doubts about Tambu's attendance at the white-

run convent school, which she sees as "an honorary space" where "they could make

sure that you behaved yourself. . . . But, she insisted, one ought not to occupy that

space. Really, one ought to refuse" (NC 179).

The reward of being the "first" or "only" one to succeed can create a gap

"between I-who-have-made-it and You-who-cannot-make-it," a difference that can

lead to a "double game" of complicity: "I shall quietly maintain my privileges by helping

the master perpetuate his cycle of oppression" (Woman 86-8 7). Nyasha sees her father

as maintaining his privileges by adopting the values of the whites, and when Tambu

eventually leaves the mission for the convent school, her former classmates see her in

the same way: "They ignored me. It hurt to have my friends behave so cruelly and I

was naïve enough not to know why I deserved it" (NC 187).

Sharpe and "the bones of the cotton weavers"

Many other critics have responded to the ideas of Said and Spivak and later

theorists. Jenny Sharpe questions Said's assumption that the Orient cannot make itself

heard, pointing out that Said may have overestimated the success of the West's project:

"Are the colonized indeed passive actors of a Western script? It may well be argued
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that studies expounding the domination of dominant discourses merely add to their

totalizing effects" (137-13 8); thus the very act of describing "domination" can act as a

"colonialist move" in its own right. Similarly,

The notion that colonial or academic texts are able
completely to destroy or exclude the voices and
perspectives of those being written about seems to me to
endow these texts with far greater power than they have

. . it seems to me grotesque to insist on the notion that
the text is shaped by everything but the lived reality of
the people whom the text claims to represent. (Ortner
188).

Nevertheless, one should not assume that every piece of writing by a colonized

subject represents the voice of the subaltern. Such a view collapses the concept of

"subaltern" into one "unifying category" of "a native voice" (Sharpe 138). Sharpe

writes about the British colonial presence in India, pointing out that seeing traces of the

subaltern in the words of all educated natives "reproduces the primary ideological

effect of the British civilizing missionwhich was to substitute metonymically the

educated colonial for the native as such" (139). This educated colonial was the man

Macaulay's "Minute" refers to as "Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in

opinions, in morals, in intellect" (430); however, much of Indian education took place

in vernacular languages rather than in English, and most Indiansthe true subalterns

were ignored altogether.

Pointing out the connection between colonial education and English business

interests, Sharpe reminds us that native education was crucial in the creation of "new

markets for English manufactures" (141); as Macaulay himself says, "To trade with

civilised men is infinitely more profitable than to govern savages" (qtd. in Sharpe 142).
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But in the interests of British capitalism, local Indian industries were entirely destroyed,

and many died. Marx's Capital quotes the Governor-General's report: "The bones of

the cotton-weavers are bleaching the plains of India" (qtd. in Sharpe 143), and Sharpe

repeatedly comes back to this image:

As I now turn to a scene of the educated native's
writing, I see upon its pages the faint imprint of the
bleached-out bones of the cotton-weavers. For the
colonial subject who can answer the colonizers back is
the product of the same vast ideological machinery that
silences the subaltern. (143)

The dilemma of the educated African

This complicity between educated native and the colonial system is what

Nyasha sees as Tambu heads for the convent; it is what Tambu, the young student, is as

yet incapable of seeing. But the thread of complicity runs through numerous critical

works, starting with Sartre's introduction to Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth: "The

status of 'native' is a nervous condition introduced and maintained by the settler among

colonized people with their consent" (19)and this sentence, quoted on

Dangarembga's title page, provides the title for Nervous Conditions itself, in which

both "nervous conditions" (for example, Nyasha's anorexia) and "consent" prove to be

important themes: "Here the notion of consent alerts the reader to a number of

concepts, especially hegemony and/or 'internal colonization" (Vizzard, unpaginated).

Although "resistance" is a concept often invoked in postcolonial theory, the

resistance is often compromised by the resisters' complicity with the system that has

produced them; those who are colonized sometimes "consent" to their situation, to a
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certain extent. Even when resistance occurs, a work written by an "Other" may not

"have freed itself from the dominant ideology"; by definition, radical writing "is writing

that is struggling, of necessity only partly successfully, to rewrite the dominant ideology

from within, to produce a different version of reality" (Fee 245). Slemon makes a

similar point: if "all literary writing which emerges from these cultural locales" is seen

as resistant, this misses "the rather important point that subjected peoples are

sometimes capable of producing reactionary literary documents" (33). It is difficult to

rewrite this ideology because the difference "has been written into existence by the

dominant discourse" (Fee 245). In fact, not only have the writer's ideas and language

originated from the dominant culture; even the tools for resisting them come from this

source.

As Sherry Ortner points out, anyone in a subordinate position is also in an

ambivalent one. "In a relationship of power, the domination often has something to

offer, and sometimes a great deal. . . The subordinate thus has many grounds for

ambivalence about resisting the relationship" (175). If resistance is present, it can take

many forms. Homi Bhabha writes of the "mimic men," the functionaries educated to

take on the roles of middle men in running the colonizers' enterprises. Yet in being

"almost the same, but not quite" (361), they create a "slippage" in colonial discourse,

such that there is a "partial presence that threatens to displace the colonial power"

(McWilliams 109). Such mimicry "represents an ironic compromise" (Bhabha 361);

mimicry creates a "double vision which in disclosing the ambivalence of colonial

discourse also disrupts its authority" (363). Mimicry is a "discourse at the crossroads
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of what is known and permissible and that which though known must be kept

concealed; a discourse uttered between the lines and as such both against the rules and

within them" (364).

Vizzard takes the mimicry a step further for womenBhabha's mimic men are

always men, says McClintock (62)to describe hysteria as afemale counterpart of

mimicry, "erupting when there is a lack of political options. The political power of the

hysteric functions as a specifically female form of Bhabha's mimic, exhibiting an

overcompliance with the power of the masculinized West, and thereby creating a

rupture which may be read by others" (Vizzard). Through mimicry, also, "the look of

surveillance returns as the displacing gaze of the disciplined, where the observer

becomes the observed" (Bhabha 363-364), and perhaps it is this situation that upsets

Mary Turner when the African women stare back: they "gazed at her from doorways

with astonishment.. . laughing and making crude remarks" (GIS 116); even more

disorienting is the convoluted situation when Mary becomes aware of Moses watching

her watching him (153).

Although critics writing about either Lessing or Dangarembga are likely to refer

to the writings discussed above, those discussing Dangarembga are the most likely to

cite such postcolomal theorists. Surprisingly, only one author has looked directly at

connections between these two women: in a master's thesis, Mary Susan Lederer looks

at the "social context of madness" in works by Lessing, Dangarembga, and Bessie

Head, concluding that "the literature eloquently draws attention to a social problem

that the society is unwilling to face" (v). For Lessing's Mary Turner and
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Dangarembga's Nyasha, "madness is the only resolution or path to resolution that is

available given the irreconcilable conditions they see" (7); this view is supported by

Fanon's views on the "nervous conditions" found in natives.

Even though Lessing and Dangarembga are not usually discussed together, I

believe that they treat similar themes and complement each other in many ways. In

particular, their use of young girls as viewpoint characterssometimes shown through

the filter of an older narrator who sees more than the child can seeallows them to

describe and question the effects of colonialism and gender inequality in a way that

might not be possible through the use of older, more compromised, characters.
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3. DORIS LESSING'S AFRICAN WORKS

Dons Lessing's African stories portray a world in which every human

interaction is affected by colonialism and the presence of a subjugated African people.

Even when she writes about other issues, this silenced population hovers around the

edges of the tale. Lessing's focus is on the effects of colonialism on the colonizers

already a compromised populationand it seems reasonable to ask why she looks here,

rather than at colonized peoples themselves, where the effects of colonization are

undoubtedly more intense and less ambiguous.

Examining the literature of the colonizers: rationale

The case for considering the effects of colonialism on the colonizers comes

from unexpected sources. In Playing in the Dark, a study of the "construction of

whiteness" in America, Tom Morrison says that an examination of how racism affects

African-Americans "should be joined with another, equally important one: the impact

of racism on those who perpetuate it"; she calls for "a serious intellectual effort to see

what racial ideology does to the mind, imagination, and behavior of masters" (12).

Morrison bases her study on American literature itself.

Critics have often seen the African-American presence in American fiction as

little more than "local color," a view Morrison herself once held. But if the critics are

blind, says Morrison, "I do have a lasting resort: the writers themselves. Writers are
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among the most sensitive, the most intellectually anarchic, most representative, most

probing of artists" (15). Starting her project in a spirit of "delight, not disappointment"

(4), she "stopped reading as a reader and began to read as a writer" (15), searching for

an "Afi-icanist" presence (her use of this term is not the same as Miller' s): "the ways in

which a nonwhite, Africanlike (or Afuicanist) presence or persona was constructed"

(6).

Yes, I wanted to identify those moments when American
literature was complicit in the fabrication of racism, but
equally important, I wanted to see when literature
exploded and undermined it. . . . to contemplate how
Africanist personae, narrative, and idiom moved and
enriched the text. (16)

In her view that an African-American presence has affected American writing since its

inception, Morrison parallels Said's views about the development of the novel:

"Without empire, I would go so far as saying, there is no European novel as we know

it" (Culture 69); writing about "ourselves" seems to rely on the concept of "someone

else" to view in comparison. Morrison likens her discovery to observing a fishbowl:

"suddenly I saw the bowl, the structure. . . What became transparent were the self-

evident ways" that white Americans use a "sometimes metaphorical, but always choked

representation of an Afuicanist presence" to help them define themselves (17).

"Aflicanism makes it possible to say and not say, to inscribe and erase, to escape and

engage, to act out and act on, to historicize and render timeless" (7).

As Morrison recommends, Lessing examines the effects of racism on the

mastersor in this case, the effects of colonialism on the colonizers. Lessing' s whites

are defined by what they are not: black. In a country where the vast majority of the
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population is non-white, Lessing's Africans, when they do appear, seem oddly

undefined, an absence that reflects the unknowability of Africans within the colonial

context. In her non-fiction memoir Going Home, she laments the impossibility of

knowing her countrymen: "Never to know, from the inside, the life of the people of

one's own country" (Lessing, qtd. in Taylor 43); Under colonial rule, there was no

way that white people and Africans could meet as friends. As Lessing says in an

interview, "The only contact I had with blacks was what I had with servants. It's very

hard to have a reasonable relationship with black people who have to be in at nine

o'clock because there's a curfew, or who are living in total poverty and you are not"

(Frick 157).

Thus in looking at the compromising and dehumanizing effects of colonization

on the colonizers, Lessing also asks us to consider the silences, the absent voices whose

presence she is always careful to suggest. These absent voices are themselves a

product of the system, a system that has shaped Lessing's work andto her regret

prevented the possibility of finding a space in which she could listen to the voices of her

own neighbors. Many of Lessing's storiesfor example, "Little Tembi" and "A Home

for the Highland Cattle"show the futility of attempting to create personal (and

always limited) relationships across races, given the larger backdrop of the colonial

system itself.

Rather than using Africans as "local color," Lessing often renders them almost

colorless; it's as if she would rather leave them invisible than use them as comic (or

tragic) relief. Lessing considers "Hunger," her one story written from an African
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viewpoint, to be a failure, although it's a failure she's fond of: "Sometimes one writes

things that don't come off, and feels more affectionate towards them than towards

those that worked" (AS 7). When Africans appear as characters in other stories,

they're often one-dimensional; native life seems distinctly drab. It is this drabness

elsewhere that makes Lessmg's description of the chief's compound in "The Old Chief

Mshlanga" so exceptional; here, the young narrator temporarily enters an African world

that's normally forbidden. In general, however, the characters' efforts to maintain their

sense of superiority leave them blind to the people around them; at the same time, it

leads to a diminishment of their humanity.

Fanon, like Morrison, discusses the effects of colonization on colonizers; as

Sartre says in his introduction to Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth, "Fanon explains

you to his brothers and shows them the mechanism by which we are estranged from

ourselves" (13). Read Fanon, says Sartre, and "you will be convinced that it would be

better for you to be a native at the uttermost depths of his misery than to be a former

settler" (29). It is understandable that white writers from settler cultures, complicit in

the process of colonization itself, should be ignored by postcolonial critics. Yet Fanon

and Morrison point to the value of examining them, and as Steven Slemon points out,

resistance to oppression can come from a number of directions. Even such "Africanist"

textsto use the term in Miller's senseas Heart of Darkness have challenged

colonialism from within. If it is only Third World writers who are allowed to express

anti-colonial resistance, "the idea will be discarded that important anti-colonialist

literary writing" can be found outside of this writing (Slemon 33).
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Slemon's focus is on "Second World" writers, those from the "settler societies"

who are often ignored because of their ambiguous positions. But one of the interesting

aspects of Third World writing is its ambiguity. Quoting Sharpe's comment that the

subject who can answer back is part of the "same vast ideological machinery that

silences the subaltern" (143), Slemon says that "a theory of literary resistance must

recognize the inescapable partiality, the incompleteness, the untranscendable ambiguity

of literary or indeed any contraldictory or contestatory act which employs a First-

World medium for the figuration of a Third-World resistance" (37).

The same argument that values the ambivalence of Third World writing, says

Slemon, would like to relegate Second World writing to a "literature of empire"

precisely "because of its ambivalent position" (37). However, "the radically

compromised literatures of this undefinable Second World have an enormous amount

yet to tell to 'theory' about the nature ofliterary resistance" (39). Ifthe search for

resistance is limited to those writers whose voices are unambiguousif such writers

existimportant voices from within the very cultures they criticize may go unheard.

Since the publication of The Grass Is Singing in 1950, Lessing's has been prominent

among these voices.

Lessing's works: third-person "distant" narrators and The Grass Is Singing

Doris May Lessing was born of English parents in Persia in 1919, but the family

moved to Southern Rhodesia when she was five. She grew up on a farm in Africa,

spent the war years as a left-wing radical in Salisbury (now Harare), and moved to
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England in 1949 with her youngest child and a manuscript of her first novel. The book,

The Grass Is Singing, was a critical success, and Lessing has lived as a writer ever

since. Although her works are known worldwide, critical attention has generally

focused on her novels rather than her short stories, and many critics have paid more

attention to her feminist and philosophical themes than to her portrayal of Africa.

The focus of this study is Lessing's use of young girls as narrators and

viewpoint characters. They are of interest, however, in part because of how their

stories contrast with those told by the more distant third-person narrators. I begin,

then, with a discussion of some of these third-person storiesin particular, The Grass

Is Singing, which is in many ways atypical. Because it sets the scene for much Lessing

criticism, however, and because many of the images and problems related to the novel

reappear in the stories, it makes sense to begin here.

In The Grass Is Singing, her 1950 novel about a not-so-young city girl who

marries Dick Turner and is eventually killed by the servant Moses, Lessing makes use

of a veiy distant third-person narrator. While parts of the narration use Mary Turner's

viewpoint, at other times we see her from some distance, or the narrator steps out of

Mary's mind to write directly of Dick or the other whites of the district. The effect of

this distance and shifting viewpoint is a sense that although the narrator can

sympathizeto some extentwith Mary Turner, she can never identify with her.

Interestingly, although the voice of the distant narrator controls the story, it is

Moses whose voice is heard first, and it is his scene that brings the novel to a close.

The novel begins with a newspaper clipping about Mary's murder at the hands of the
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houseboy: "No motive has been discovered. It is thought he was in search of

valuables" (GIS 7). This first chapter relates the views of "the district," as shown

particularly through Charlie Slatter, "who knew more about the Turners than anyone

else, and practically controlled the handling of the case, even taking precedence over

the Sergeant himself' (10). Bowker suggests that in some ways, "Charlie Slatter tells

the story of the dominant culture as he controls this discursive situation" (64).

When Slatter and the sergeant arrive to investigate the murderreported by

Dick Turner's young English assistant, Tony Marstonthey see Moses "rise out of a

tangled ant heap" and come forward. Moses is the first person in the novel to speak

though, perhaps revealingly, his words are mediated by the narrator in a "voice of the

district" mode: "He walked up to them and said (or words to this effect): 'Here I am"

(11). Tony Marston, still new to the district, tries to make sense of what has happened.

"He would understand it all a good deal better in a few months, when he had 'become

used to the country," says the narratorthat is, when he understands that "white

civilization" can "never, never admit that a white person, and most particularly, a white

woman, can have a human relationship, whether for good or evil, with a black person"

(25). As Bowker puts it, "The narrator of Mary and Dick's story seems to be a

composite, amorphous narrator who progressively moves closer to Mary's perceptions

while at the same time sharing Tony's insights, even using his agency for telling the

truth" (64). This is the only time that Lessing sustains this distant tone for a whole

book, and it isn't a comfortable read.
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to Dick, who spends his time "walking around the lands by himself, watching the

laborers work" (73). Inside, Mary struggles with the servants:

She was afraid of them, of course. Every woman in
South Africa is brought up to be. In her childhood she
had been forbidden to walk out alone, and when she had
asked why, she had been told in the furtive, lowered, but
matter-of-fact voice she associated with her mother, that
they were nasty and might do horrible things to her. (61)

Mary complains that Dick is expecting her to live like a "poor white," and here we see

how limited her choices areshe will become her mother, a theme we also see in other

Lessing stories. Her voice "was taken direct from her mother"; it was "the voice of the

suffering female" (84). The narrator's analysis here is typical of the distance between

narrator and character; at times she even contradicts them: "They are nothing but

savages after all.' Thus Dick, who had never stopped to reflect that these same

savages had cooked for him better than his wife did, had run his house, had given him a

comfortable existence" (83).

When Dick gets sick, Mary is forced to go to the fields and supervise the

laborers. She finds the out-of-doors even more alien than the farmhouse. She dislikes

the native women: "She hated the exposed fleshiness of them, their soft brown bodies

and soft bashful faces that were also insolent and inquisitive, and their chattering voices

that held a brazen fleshy undertone" (101). This' "fleshiness" suggests a traditional

nineteenth-century European view of foreign women, who "figured as the epitome of

sexual aberration and excess. Folklore saw them, even more than the men, as given to

a lascivious venery so promiscuous as to border on the bestial" (McClintock 22). Mary
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Turner also dislikes the native compound. This is the first of several Lessing

descriptions of abandoned houses, and it shows a very different scene from the one in

"The Old Chief Mshlanga." Here, along with the new huts, there are "always empty

old ones that slowly collapsed and fell down unless somebody thought of burning

them" (GIS 116). Among the huts, pumpkin vines are "beginning to rot, subsiding into

a sour festering ooze of pinky stuff, covered with flies" (116). Although the

descriptions are the narrator's, the viewpoint is clearly Mary' sor so we assume.

When Mary is forced to address the natives, she relies on the words she has

heard all her life:

She spoke to them directly.. . explaining with admirable
logic how they were in the wrong.. . . She ended with a
short homily on the dignity of work, which is a doctrine
bred into the bones of every white South African. They
would never be any good, she said (speaking in kitchen
kaffir which some of them did not understand, being
fresh from their kraals) until they learned to work
without supervision, for the love of it. . . It was this
attitude towards work that had made the white man what
he was. . . The phrases of this little lecture came
naturally to her lips: she did not have to look for them in
her mind. She had heard them so often from her father,
when he was lecturing his native servants, that they
welled up from the part of her brain that held her earliest
memories. (121-122)

This passage shows both the narrator's distance (Mary's explanation involves

"admirable logic," says the narrator, ironically), and the rationale by which white

hegemony is justified and maintained. Mary does not have to analyze her words; they

have simply "welled up" in her mind. When children grow up in the midst of such

thinking, it's hard for them to see the world in any other way. Mary, of course, never
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clearly sees an alternative; Tony Marston will have "a few brief moments when he

would see the thing clearly" (25), and thus, says the narrator, he deserves the most

blame regarding the handling of Maiy's death. But on the whole, the characters here,

as elsewhere, are not in a position to question what they see.

The passage also brings up the question of language, a major issue within

postcolonial criticism: Mary speaks "kitchen kaffir," yet many of the natives don't

understand it. Language surfaces again when Mary first meets Moses, one of the field

laborers. When Moses stops to rest, Mary tells him to get back to work:

At this he stopped still, looked at her squarely and said in
his own dialect which she did not understand, "I want to
drink."

"Don't talk that gibberish to me," she snapped.
The man said, in a halting ludicrous manner, "I.

want. . . water." He spoke in English, and suddenly
smiled and pointed his finger down his throat....

But most white people think it is "cheek" if a
native speaks English. She said, breathless with anger,
"Don't speak English to me," and then stopped. This man
was shrugging and smiling and turning his eyes up to
heaven as if protesting that she had forbidden him to speak
his own language, and then hersso what was he to
speak? (126)

The narrator occupies a number of positions within this one short passage: she

understands and interprets Moses's native language, she describes Moses's speech as

"ludicrous" from Mary's view, she analyzes white impressions of "cheek," and then she

returns to Moses's dilemma: he has been denied a languagea speaking positionand

is thus literally silenced. Moses's insolence makes Mary so angry that she whips him

and later, when her husband (who knows nothing about the incident) brings Moses to
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work in the kitchen, the scar is still visible. His body thus becomes the site of

resistance, as Nyasha's does in Dangarembga's book.

From the start, Mary is uncomfortable having Moses in the house. Because of

her initial interaction with him, she is unable to pretend he's invisible. She sees him

washing, outdoors, and is bothered when he stops, "waiting for her to go, his body

expressing his resentment of her presence" (153). What makes her angry is the idea

that he might think she is deliberately looking at him, and "it would be such

unspeakable cheek for him to imagine such a thing" (153). The unacceptability of this

half-realized revelationthat she's thinking about him thinking ofheris what

disrupts her usual complacency:

What had happened was that the formal pattern of black-
and-white, mistress-and-servant, had been broken by the
personal relation; and when a white man in Africa by
accident looks into the eyes of a native and sees the
human being (which it is his chief preoccupation to
avoid), his sense of guilt, which he denies, flumes up in
resentment and he brings down the whip. (154)

Mary's response to this disturbance is to order Moses to scrub an already-clean floor.

Mary cannot ignore Moses, and although she would like him out of the house,

he's the best houseboy they've had, and she is afraid to upset Dick. (Dick is mild, as

colonial husbands go, but Mary's position as wife is one of dependency.) Therefore,

when Moses threatens to leave, Mary breaks down: "You mustn't go!" (161). The

roles become reversed when he offers her a drink: "Drink,' he said simply, as if he

were speaking to one of his own women; and she drank" (161). He tells her to lie

down, and "the touch of this black man's hand on her shoulder filled her with nausea;
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she had never, not once in her whole life, touched the flesh of a native" (162). Yet

despite her fears, his voice is "firm and kind, like a father" (162), and this "personal

relation" continues to "fascinate" her even though she finds it upsetting. Bowker adds

that "Moses has her filly in his power, in the sense that she is completely dependent on

him. His control of her becomes filly effective when she realizes that he can

understand and speak her language while she could not do the same with his" (65).

Chapter Nine ends in the midst of Mary's disorientation. The next chapter

leaves Mary's mind and returns to the community, where the inhabitants view the

Turners "with an intimate knowledge that was entirely due to the Slatters" (180).

When Charlie Slatter visits, he is surprised by Mary's "flirtatious" tone. He's even

more surprisedin fact, he's speechlesswhen Mary uses the same tone to request

some oranges from Moses:

"Oranges finished," he repeated, in that tone of surly
indifference, but with a note of self-satisfaction, of
conscious power that took Charlie's breath away.
Literally, he could not find words. (190)

This apparently human relationship between Mary and Moses is so far outside colonial

bounds that Charlie has no words to comment on it, and it is at this point that he

becomes convinced that the Turners must get away: "He was obeying the dictate of the

first law of white South Africa, which is: 'Thou shalt not let your fellow whites sink

lower than a certain point" (191).

When Tony Marston comes to oversee Dick's farm, he, too, finds Mary's

behavior perplexing; she seems close to a break-down, and Tony is surprised when he

notices Moses helping her dress: "she stood up and held out her arms, while the native
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this, but he tells Mary a story:

"There was once an Empress of Russia who thought so
little of her slaves as human beings, that she used to
undress naked in front of them." It was from this point
of view that he chose to see the affair; the other was too
difficult for him. (200)

Tony sends Moses away, and the next chapter returns to Mary's viewpoint.

Although Dick is packing to leave, Mary seems be awaiting something. Her

mind is clear, she believes, and perhapsas Lederer suggestsher madness is the only

logical response to "the irreconcilable conditions" she sees (7). Mary is "waiting for

the night to come that would finish her. And justlyshe knew that. But why?

Against what had she sinned?" (GIS 210). Against what, indeed? Mary visualizes the

house deteriorating after she's gone, an image similar to the abandoned huts earlier in

the book: "She could see the house empty, its furnishings rotting" (210); "there would

be a mound of reddish mud, swathed with rotting thatch like the hair of a dead person"

(211). Late that night, after the others are in bed, she sits, "just waiting, waiting for the

door to open and death to enter" (211). For the first time, she thinks about the bush;

"she had never penetrated into the trees, had never gone off the paths" (212). Finally

Moses comes to kill her: "And the bush avenged itself: that was her last thought"

(220).

At the end of the book, the narrator moves, just briefly, into the consciousness

of Moses: "Moses, letting her go, saw her roll to the floor" (221). Then the narrator

moves a bit farther out: "Contemptuously, the native turned away, and walked back to
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the house. It seemed he intended to pass it, but as he came level with the verandah he

paused" (222). In the reader's mind, the story cycles back to the first chapter, in which

Moses is caught and taken away, but as the book ends, the narrator tentatively allows

Moses the last scene: "what thoughts of regret or pity, or perhaps even wounded

human affection were compounded with the satisfaction of his completed revenge, it is

impossible to say" (222).

The tone of those last lines raises numerous questions: who is it who says "it

seemed" and "orperhaps even wounded human affection"? Throughout the story

there are questions of tone and interpretation. The author/narrator's comments about

white society suggest that much of the rest of the book is to be read ironically; the

voice often seems to be that of the white community, a community the more authorial

narrator seems to despise. But I can't help seeing the possibility of a misreading, nor

can I avoid picturing Dangarembga's Nyasha reading Lessing's wordsor

Dangarembga herself, as she in fact did (Wilkinson 195). When Lessing writes about

Moses as a mission boy, it's easy to imagine Nyasha reading her words: "Like most

South Africans, Dick did not like mission boys, they 'knew too much.' And in any case

they should not be taught to read and write: they should be taught the dignity of labor

and general usefulness to the white man" (GIS 166). Nyasha's impression of the

whites' view of Babamukuru as "cultivable, in the way that land is, to yield harvests

that sustain the cultivator" (NC 19) seems to echo Dick's views about training natives.

Even though Lessing is criticizing these white characters, their attitudes as she portrays

them must be painful for an African to read; they're painful for me.
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When Lessing wrote in the late 1940s, she wrote for English eyes, and her

purpose was to condemn the people who held these attitudes. I doubt she expected

Africans to read her books. Within a generation, however, educated black Rhodesians

were reading her works. Although her readers presumably recognized the intent to

condemn whites, an inadvertent result would also have been that these white attitudes

were put into words for black Africans to read, thus repeating and reinforcing the very

divisions Lessing sought to avoid. What a reader remembers is not always what the

writer intends. I first read The Grass Is Singing more than twenty-five years ago, and

the image I remembered most clearly was essentially "wrong." I remembered Moses

helping Mary dress, but I remembered it through Tony's eyes: I saw Mary, like the

Russian Empress, as being unaware of her servant's humanity and sexuality. But Tony

was reading the situation wrong; Mary did feel a human connection with Moses,

however strange. And if I could remember the scene incorrectly, it's likely that other

readers might focus on "wrong" readings as well.

Although The Grass Is Singing is usually seen as a scathing attack on colonial

southern Africa, Eve Bertelsen, in an article called "Veldtanschauung: Doris Lessing's

Savage Africa," deconstructs the book to reveal the ambiguity of alternative readings.

In a previous work, "Doris Lessing's Rhodesia," Bertelsen discusses three kinds of

Lessing criticism. The historical reading assesses Lessing's documentation of the

actual Rhodesia of 1925-1950, including "the allocation of 54% of the 'good, dark,

soil' to 5% of the population (whites)" (23). In the bildungsroman tradition, Lessing's

character, often a young girl, must "struggle with the codes and conventions of her
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society"; the portrayal of her life is "made to absorb the shocks of history" (25).

Finally, in the symbolic (mythic) reading, individual experience suggests "a more

general or universal meaning" (29); for example, landscape is "promptly metaphorised

and aligned with the human drama" (32).

This "mythic story" emerges directly from the Romantic tradition, with society

seen as "the antithesis of 'unspoilt nature" (35). Lessing often refers to the

"emptiness" of Africa"Because it is so empty we can dream" (GH 1 5)and critics

discuss her use of Africa as metaphor: Lessing's work involves "a second Africa, a

metaphorical one, which is a symbol throughout the fiction for fragmentation,

wholeness, aloneness, dream" (Beard ii). This metaphorical Africa often relies on such

oppositions as "primitive vs. complex states, light vs. darkness, artificial order vs.

primeval chaos" (Bertelsen 35), a tradition that seems remarkably similar to the "binary

oppositions" of AfI-icanist discourse, as does the idea of assigning mythic qualities to

ordinary experience. Where metaphorical elements predominate, Lessing's work thus

has some of the same faultsand strengthsas Conrad's Heart of Darkness.

In "Veldtanschauung," Bertelsen takes the mythic/Romantic reading a step

further. Given the Romantic tradition, the text offers two readings: "one, an explicit

indictment of racist colonial society, and, two, a mystical and deterministic resignation

in the face of the forces of savage Nature" (648). The first is the usual reading, but the

Romantic tradition can lead to the second in part because of an evolutionary scale that

codes nature as positive and romantic, the opposite of civilization. But the opposite of

"civilized" is also "uncivilized," and as in Heart of Darkness, nature is often used as a
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reflection of "the blackness of the white man's evolutionary past, his own earlier

savagery" (657):

Lessing gives us her own version of "savage nature" in a
typically paradoxical natural and African context with its
full repertoire of regression, savagery, and derangement,
and alternating commendation and awe, revulsion, and
fear. . . . Like Mr. Kurtz, Mary Turner. . . succumbs to
the primitive forces of the "bush." (650)

I think Bertelsen overstates her case with regard to "the bush avenged itself' (658), a

phrase she claims is the narrator's view, implying that nature itself colludes in Mary's

fate. It seems clear to me that those final pages are in Mary's viewpoint; this

narratorial attitude isn't reflected in the rest of the book. Nevertheless, the question

also comes up elsewhere. The narrator's description of the native compoundit is

"subsiding into a sour festering ooze of pinky stuff, covered with flies" (GIS 116)

seems to be in Mary's viewpoint, but the reading is potentially ambiguous; these words

could be the narrator's own view reflecting a negative takeover by natural forces.

Despite Lessing' s commitment to criticizing white society, then, her use of a

Romantic artistic tradition may "finally blatantly contradict it" (648). Under this

tradition, Mary is killed because she "tempts fate by striking one of the land's rightful

heirs" (653). Nevertheless, the conclusion is "deeply ambiguous":

The impasse arises here: For the savage, be he ever so
"noble," is still the antithesis of the civilized. . . . And so
Lessing inherits a dominant image of Africa as a barbaric
continent inhabited by wild animals and alien ancestors,
trapped far back in time. (656)

What's more, says Bertelsen, the story' sform "bears an uncanny similarity to the

blatant verbalizations of racism" that Lessing "takes pains to discredit" (656). This
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analysis is a worrying one; it is easy to find support for Bertelsen's contention that the

book can be read as a confirmation of colonial wisdom. The natives, after all, are

"nasty and might do horrible things to her," as Mary's mother warns her (GIS 61)

and in fact, this is exactly what happens.

Bertelsen adds a disturbing footnote: when she surveyed South African readers,

she found this "colonial wisdom" interpretation "to be a dominant reading" (656). She

finishes by echoing Achebe's words condemning the use of Africa as mere "setting":

What binds Lessing and Joseph Conrad.. . is a set of
literary conventions and a cultural myth that appears to
be stronger than conscious intent. Its hold on the
imagination of the West is awesome, but whatever its
therapeutic promise may be for the First World, it is
immensely uncomplimentary to Africa. (658)

Lessing's third-person short stories: general themes

The short stories and novellas in African Stories are not like The Grass Is

Singing. The violence is more subtle, and characters adapt rather than going mad. It is

this "everyday" quality that gives them their strength. In focusing on the "mythic"

elements in The Grass Is Singing, Lessing may have been making a mistake she avoids

in most of her other works. Nevertheless, in many of the third-person stories, the

narrator's tone includes elements of scorn. Lessing doesn't like these characters, and in

general, neither does the reader. The characters are seen from the outside,
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judgmentally: as their own complicity within the system unfolds, the narration becomes

more distant, not less.

Often, Lessing focuses on a would-be liberal who tries out various positionings,

only to conclude that no satisfactory relationship is possible. In "Little Tembi," Jane

McCluster, a newcomer who was a nurse "at home," saves baby Tembi' s life, but

eventually she finds she's "spoiled" him. Working as a herdsboy at age seven, Tembi

lets the animals stray; later he begins stealing and is eventually sent to prison. "There's

something horrible about it all," says Jane at the end (AS 141). Perplexed, she senses

that "Tembi behaves as if he had some sort of claim on us." Her sporadic attempts at

liberalism come to nothing within the colonialist system. As Mamon suggests,

"Individual relationships between white settlers and Africans are regulated by a

paternalistic ethic," and this ethic "is always applied inconsistently and to Africans'

disadvantage. . . . the very structure of colonial society depends on the notion that

Africans are childlike and whites are their natural protectors" (443). The McClusters

have set up a dependency, but they fail to "take responsibility" for the consequences

(443).

A similar dependency is set up in "A Home for the Highland Cattle" (AS 250).

Marina, another newcomer with liberal ideas, gives the servant Charlie a small raise and

helps him get a dress for his girlfriend. When Charlie says "You are my mother and my

father" (291), Marina "takes the remark as an expression of his gratitude; in fact, it is a

statement of his expectations" (Manion 445). Charlie asks for Marina's landlady's

picture of Highland cattle in place of the cattle he can't afford as lobola for his
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marriage, and Marina lets him have it, planning to tell the landlady it has been broken;

Marina's husband is a scientist, and he knows the picture will cause less soil erosion

than cattle would. By the end of the story, Marina is more concerned with buying a

table for her new house than with saving Charlie from prison when he is arresting for

stealing the picture. The turning point occurs when the adult would-be liberal gives up

and becomes complicit with the system.

Although Marina and her privileged neighbors are generally unsympathetic,

there are times when Lessing succeeds almost too well in portraying their views:

Charlie is foolish to spend his small raise on colored garters for his socks; he does seem

childlike, just as the settlers say he is. Like The Grass Is Singing, the story thus runs

the risk of reproducing the very attitudes Lessing abhors. Given such portrayals, a

reader comes close to being complicit with the settlers' own views. Perhaps evoking

such almost-complicity is Lessing's goal. But if so, it seems a big risk to take.

Lessing sometimes begins with a "voice of the community" narration that

gradually becomes either more or less sympathetic to the characters. "Lucy Grange,"

the story of a woman who tries to maintain her belief that she's more cultured than her

neighbors, begins (like "Old John's Place") within the viewpoint of the neighborhood:

"There were years of discussing her among themselves before their voices held the

good natured amusement of acceptance: 'I found Lucy in the vegetable patch wearing

gloves flill of cold cream" (AS 534-535). Finally, a traveling salesman comes to the

door, a city man with "a coarse face, and sensual" (536), and it is only at this point that

the narration moves to Lucy's viewpoint: "At first glance she felt a shudder of
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repulsion" (536). When the man comes back three days later, talking of London, they

go to bed, and knowing he'll return, she remembers his words: "in a countly like this

we all learn to accept the second-rate" (538). The story ends in the subjunctive: "And

he would come again and again and again; and she would stand here, watching him go

and hating him" (538). This rather grim story is not obviously about race or

colonialism, but it does reflect the limited role of a white woman in colonialist society:

"The life of the farm, her husband's life" controls hers (534), and Lucy's occasional

visitors discuss only "the price of butter and servants' aprons" (534). As always,

colonialism is a controlling presence.

Although many of her characters are either obnoxious boors or people who

have given up hope, Lessing focuses more often on those who are interesting and

complexon those who have not yet given up. In "A Mild Attack of Locusts,"

Margaret's father-in-law shows a streak of tenderness when he comes indoors after

fighting locusts all day. At one point, he speaks to the locust he's found inside:

"You've got the strength of a steel-spring in those legs of yours," he tells it (542), as if

honoring a worthy opponent:

Then, although he had been fighting locusts, squashing
locusts, yelling at locusts, sweeping them in great
mounds into the fires to burn for the last three hours,
nevertheless he took this one to the door and carefully
threw it out to join its fellows, as if he would rather not
harmahairofitshead. (543)

The Africa of the natural world comes vividly alive in this story. When the locusts

attack, Margaret is astounded: "For it looked as if every tree, every bush, all the earth,

were lit with pale flames. The locusts were fanning their wings to free them of the
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night dews. There was a shimmer of red-tinged gold light everywhere" (545). "We

may be ruined," Margaret thinks, "but not everyone has seen an army of locusts fanning

their wings at dawn" (545).

Lessing's use of a young girl as narrator or viewpoint character

Although Lessing' s adult characters may appreciate Rhodesia's beauty, a

country is more than its landscape; as long as colonialism remains in effect, white

settlers must either accept or reject their positions within this system. Lessing has little

sympathy for those who accept. Rejection, however, offers only limited possibilities.

One can leave (if one has such an option), or one can attempt to resist from withinan

attempt that cannot succeed, as Lessing repeatedly shows. Ultimately, there is no

morally acceptable position for a conscientious white settler in Africa, and perhaps this

is why Lessing's young narrators seem the most successful. As Hanson says, the

"the adolescent perspective skews the texts"; the youthful viewpoints "seem to refuse

sexuality but leave the trace of their refusal" (108)many stories seem infused with a

sexuality the young narrators cannot understand. It seems fair to conclude that the

child's viewpoint also blurs the moral focus; these young characters are sympathetic

because they have not yet realized their own complicity and thus are free of blame.

Many of Lessing's characterschild or adultnever do come to this

realization. Nevertheless, they adapt to the system, and critics have described this

accommodation in various ways. Manion sees "two trajectories"; the characters can

"accommodate themselves to the social order," or they can "refuse the logic of that
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order" (435): "Characters who do adapt become stultified human beings or are

destroyed; characters who revolt become for the reader images of future possibilities"

(435). Bertelsen sees most of the African stories as being organized around a "mode of

epiphany"; when the epiphany is denied, characters "sink back into conventionality and

colonial stupor," but other characters are able to "embrace the new vision" ("Lessing's

Rhodesia" 25). Embracing a vision, however, has little real effect on the world.

Although the stories seem to focus on a moment of choice, neither "revolt" nor "a new

vision" can offer any actual chance of change. The real choice may be only between

refusing to see at all and recognizing that one is unable to create a change.

The moment of realizationin the reader's mind, if not in the character' sis

often the focal point of Lessing's short stories. From her position as innocent, the child

can observe the adults around her; she can question both their behavior and her own.

Sometimes she tells a tale the reader understands more clearly than she does.

Elsewhere, she recognizes her complicityor at least the reader sees it. Once this

happens, the character can no longer maintain her position of innocence, and the story

ends. That she will take her place in a compromised society is obvious, but this final

capitulation reverberates only in the reader's mind, not on the page. These stories that

finish "outside the story" (as Tambu's story finishes, somewhat more positively, in

Nervous Conditions) seem ultimately more satisf,ringand more tragicthan those

that show the character's failure in painful detail.
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"The Nuisance"

In "The Nuisance" (AS 96), the narrator seems unaware of the implications of

her story. Despite the young narrator, the story at first seems narrated anonymously,

and the native people are portrayed impersonally, as if they're part of the landscape:

"The native women with their children used to loiter down the track, and their shrill

laughter and chattering sounded through the trees as if one might suddenly have come

on a flock of brilliant noisy parrots" (96). Their existence seems outside of time: "it

seemed as if the bellowing of distant cattle, drone of tractor, all the noises of the farm,

were simply lending themselves to form a background to this antique scene: Women,

drawing water at the well" (96-97). The set-up is ironic; in this description, modem

life forms "the background" to native ("antique") life, and the ending suggests that this

archetypal view of the unchanging African may be open to challenge. Nevertheless, the

"timeless" view is subtly reinforced.

Only on the second page does an "I" appear: "They were beautithi, these

women. But she whom I thought of vaguely as 'The cross-eyed one,' offended the

sight" (97). The child tells the story as any member of the white community might tell

it, yet now and then she makes a revealing remark. Her father says of the cross-eyed

one's husband, the Long One, "He knows how to handle oxen, but he can't handle his

women"; in response, the narrator saysproprietarily, though perceptively"We gave

our natives labels such as that, since it was impossible ever to know them as their

fellows knew them, in the round" (98).
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The Long One continues to have trouble with his three wives, and eventually

the cross-eyed oneThe Nuisancedisappears. Only when the well goes bad is it

discovered that she has drowned. Was it suicide, perhaps?

"She might have slipped and fallen," said the
Long One.

My father looked up at him suddenly. He stared
for a few moments. Then: "Ye-yes," he said, "I suppose
she might."

Later, we talked about the thing, saying how odd
it was that natives should commit suicide; it seemed
almost like an impertinence, as if they were claiming to
have the same delicate feelings as ours. (102)

In part, the shock for the reader is in how the whites see the natives: as f they have

"the same delicate feelings as ours." But the father's hesitation suggests a moral

ambiguity on his part. The cross-eyed one might have fallen, but that's not the only

possibility. But if she's been pushed, he'd rather not think about it; after all, he "liked

to be amused, not seriously implicated in his labourers' problems" (99), the narrator

has told us. In this story, the narrator has no sudden revelation, nor do any of the

characters. Even the events of the story are unclear; ambiguity is written into the text.

And yet, there's also the chance of an ambiguous reading that may not be intentional

on the writer's part. Although Lessing obviously intends the story to be read ironically,

a "straight reading"one that misses the ironyreinforces the white-held attitudes she

means to condemn: the natives are colorfiul, timeless, comical, and unconcerned about

their women.
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"Traitors"

"Traitors" (AS 39) involves a sort of "voice of the children" narration: "When

we had tired of our familiar acre"; "Later, when we were given our first rifle"; "At

once we were alone, closed in by grass, and we had to reach out for the other's dress"

(39). It is only here, at the bottom of the first page, that we realize the "we" of the

story is two little girls. The narrator makes no real differentiation between her sister

and herself; they are generic white girls, growing up on a generic Rhodesian farm.

Exploring, the girls come to "the old Thompson house," where only "stretches of brick,

stretches of cement" remain. These ruins seem frightening: "all at once the pigeons

seemed to grow still and the bush became hostile" (41 )the words are reminiscent of

"the bush avenged itself' in The Grass Is Singing, as is the image of the ruined house.

But it is their parents' words about Mr. Thompson that the girls imagine: "Their

hushed, disapproving voices seemed to echo out of the trees, and in a violent panic we

picked up the gun and fled back in the direction of the house" (41).

Later, however, the children make the old ruin their playhouse, clearing away

the broken glass. Playing, they imagine the old house whole again, the roof re-

thatched, and they echo their own mother's voice: "It is always cool under thatch, no

matter how hot it is outside" (42). When a native woman appears during one of their

drunken Mr. Thompson games, they shout at her to go away, but her "taunting laugh"

is something beyond their understanding. Although the diction of the story is not a

child's, this phrasingthe acknowledgment that the woman's stare is "outside our

knowledge and experience" (42)is the only place that the narrator moves beyond the
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young child's perceptions. The children have little understanding of the broader story;

they understand only that their parents disapprove of Mr. Thompson because of his

drinking.

When Mr. Thompson himself arrives, therefore, they are prepared to disapprove

of him, but his new wife is obnoxious, "a large, blond, brilliantly coloured lady with a

voice like a go-away bird's" (44); Mr. Thompson, on the other hand, is "shaggy and

shambling":

He looked like our old dog. For a moment we were
confused; then, in a rush, our allegiance shifted... . Now
we hated Mrs. Thompson. The outward sign of it was
that we left mother's chair and went to Father's. (44)

Mrs. Thompson insists on seeing the old house. The adults hesitate, but the sister says,

"We know where it is," and digging the narrator in the ribs, she "sped off" (44).

Understanding without words, the narrator takes the others on a long and devious

route to the ruin, by which time the bottles have been cLeared away. "We hid them for

you," the girls tell Mr. Thompson, but all he says is that they're "an odd pair of kids"

(46).

It's obvious that the parents' objection to Mr. Thompson has little to do with

his drinking. The narrator's line about "something outside our knowledge" suggests

she learns more later than she knows as a child, and her parents' conversation provides

further illumination: "Poor, poor little thing," says her mother, before Mrs. Thompson

arrives, but the father says, "Oh, I don't know. After all, be just. He was here alone all

those years" (43). Thus it seems clear that Mr. Thompson has been involved with

native womenperhaps even the one at the ruined house who laughsand it is this
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understand these things that aren't being said. The parents do, however, and it affects

their relationship, whichas the narrator has told usinvolves "worlds of loneliness"

and things they can't express (44). In a colonizer society, men's and women's roles

like those of whites and blacksare clearly defined. When one member of the group

steps over the line, it threatens the positions of all the rest.

The mother understands this, and at the end of the story, "On her face was a

grim look of disapproval, and distaste and unhappiness. We were included in it, we

knew that" (46). She complains about their wandering about the bush, as she has

before:

But she had said that so often, and it wasn't what we
were waiting for. At last it came.

"My two little girls," she said, "out in the bush by
themselves, with no one to play with..."

It wasn't the bush she minded. We flung
ourselves on her. Once again we were swung dizzily
from one camp to the other. "Poor Mother," we said.
"Poor, poor Mother."

That was what she needed. "It's no life for a
woman, this," she said, her voice breaking, gathering us
close.

But she sounded comforted. (46)

The little girls' revelations and betrayals involve their shifting relationships with

their parents: their alternating acceptance and rejection of their future roles as women

in a society where gender roles are strictly hierarchical. What they're not aware of

and what is conveyed only subtly to the readeris that these malefemale roles are

defined by another, more rigid set of delineations: what is acceptable for white men and

women is controlled by the necessity of their differentiation from the larger population
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of black Africans around them. Transgressionsand whiteblack relationships are

much more frequent than most whites would like to admit, as Young points outupset

the balance for everyone else. No wonder it is "no life for a woman." Although the

storyteller grows up to recognize the danger to the white community of inter-racial

relationships, there is no indication that she recognizes a broader responsibility, and we

can thus assume that she will eventually take her mother's place within the colonial

system the story so subtly describes and condemns.

"Old John's Place"

Despite the third-person narration of "Old John's Place" (AS 152), the story is

primarily that of thirteen-year-old Kate. However, the use of third person allows the

narrator to be more analytical and to occasionally bring in other views: she knows more

than Kate can know. For example, when the narrator says "the degree of Kate's social

education could have been judged by her startled look" (157), it is clear that there must

be someone outside Kate's consciousness who "could have judged." The story

beginslike the more distantly narrated "Lucy Grange"with an impersonal "voice of

the district" tone:

When people began to say that the Sinclairs were
leaving, and for the most familiar reason, that Mrs.
Sinclair was not cut out for farm life, their neighbours
nodded and smiled, very politely. And they made a point
of agreeing earnestly with Mrs. Sinclair when she said
town life was after all essential to her. (153)

The house itself, Old John's Place, is large and rambling; "of all the houses in

the district it was the most fascinating for children" (154). This is the first suggestion
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not among the children who are "bedded down on floors, in the bath, on sofas" at the

Sinclairs' going away party (154). We meet her only when the narrator mentions "a

miserable child, who was too old to be put to bed with the infants, and too young to

join the party" (155), then moving in to introduce her by name: "Kate was thirteen; and

it was an age for which no social provision was made" (155). The adults party and the

children sleep, but Kate is at an awkward age, "neither one thing or the other," as Mrs.

Sinclair puts it (155); she is thus in a position to watch from the outside the people she

will eventually grow up to join.

By the next paragraph, Kate has become the viewpoint character: "Kate sat on

a hard kitchen chair, and waited for something to happen, though she knew she could

expect nothing in the way of amusement save those odd dropped remarks which for the

past year or so had formed her chief education" (155-156). Noting such "odd dropped

remarks" will be the reader's way, too, of understanding the life of the district, where a

major feature of the community's regular parties seems to be the shifting liaisons

among couples, which Kate knows she is not supposed to notice. But as the "same

couples" disappear discreetly once again toward dark rooms, it seems to Kate "as if a

veil had been gently removed from the day-time life of the district, revealing another

truth, and one that was bare and brutal" (156).

This shifting sexual scene is treated by the adults with "patient discretion":

something "recognised as dangerous" emerges at these parties, and it has to be "given

latitude" because otherwise it would be "even more dangerous" (156). This latitude
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having space for individual differences. But lurking behind this whitewhite coupling is

another possibility: the unspeakable behavior of Mr. Thompson in "Traitors." As long

as the white settlers stick to each other, no one will "let the side down." Although such

possibilities are not suggested in "Old John's Place," the natives do appear as a silent

presence, peering in through windows and guarding the children without speaking.

The story thus takes place within a framework of colonialism, even though the focus is

elsewhere.

The Laceys, who replace the Sinclairs, have something to do with horses,

"something unrespectable"; thus, long before their arrival, they are "judged and judged

as vagrants" (160). The story's third-person narration allows the inclusion of

occasional alternative views: "Mr. Cope would have preferred to have the kind of

neighbours who become a kind of second branch of one's own family. . . But he was a

gentle soul, and accepted each new set of people with a courtesy that only his wife and

Kate understood was becoming an effort" (160). When the Laceys arrive, Mrs. Lacey

charms the district with her elegance. Mr. Lacey and "a Mr. Hackett" are partners, and

they've farmed "in the Argentine, in the Cape, and in England" (161). They speak with

a voice that is "not the careful English voice of the Sinclairs, nor the lazy South African

slur. It was an accent that had taken its timbre from many places and climates" (162-

163), an accent that seems reminiscent of Kurtz in Heart of Darkness "All Europe

contributed to the making of Kurtz" (HD 86>who, put together from many nations,

is responsible to none.
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Mr. Lacey and Mr. Hackett do outdoor things, men's activities, while Mrs.

Lacey tries to make a home for herself inside: gender roles are strictly defined. When

Kate comes to "spend the day," Mrs. Lacey shows her the new white carpet in the

bedroom:

"Pretty?" she asked lightly at last, and Kate knew she
was being used as a test for what the neighbours might
later say. "It's lovely," said Kate doubtfully; and saw
Mrs. Lacey smile. "You'll never keep it clean," she
added, as her mother would certainly do, when she saw
this room. (163)

Thus Kate reflects the women she will become: her mother, a neighbor woman. She

does not resist; in fact, as she tries to define her own place in society, she recognizes

the neighbors in herself: "Using herself (as Mrs. Lacey was doing) as a test for other

people's reactions, Kate could already hear the sour criticisms which would eventually

defeat the Laceys" (164). Kate is separate from the community, but she's also of it.

She knows her alliance with Mrs. Lacey is only temporary. At one point, one neighbor

says that Mrs. Lacey has "a sort of madonna look," and another answers, "Some

madonna": assumptions are being made. After that, "there was laughter, of a kind that

sickened Kate, torn as she was between passionate partisanship and the knowledge that

here was a lost cause" (167). Much as she would like to believe in Mrs. Lacey, she

sees the neighbors as "right"and knows she will take her place among them.

After the Laceys' second party, Kate's mother invites the neighbors to Sunday

lunch. But she does not invite the Laceys, and Mrs. Lacey leaves church with a "stoic

set" to her shoulders. After the meal, "Kate stood for a while behind her father's chair;
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then, with burning cheeks, she moved over to the women" (180). Like the little girls in

"Traitors," she thus shifts allegiance, though with some hesitation.

The world of the adults is unknowable to Kate, although she catches glimpses

through what she sees and through "odd dropped remarks." Some of what she sees,

she'd rather not know. Sitting outside the Laceys' house in her family's car, she

realizes there's a couple from the party in the next car over, "a couple who were often

visitors" at her own house, "though as members of their own families" (178). She

shrinks down into her seat to avoid embarrassing them; in factas so oftenshe

doesn't even want to know: "Soon she stuck her fingers in her ears" (179). Even when

Kate has a sense that something is not right, there are things she cannot say. As the

Laceys' inevitable departure approaches, Kate visits the house one last time, but she

listens in silence: "there seemed such a distance between what she felt and how Mrs.

Lacey was speaking. She got up, propelled by the pressure of these unsayable things,

and began wandering about the verandah" (186). The Laceys will leave, but the life of

the district will continue.

"Getting Off the Altitude"

In "Getting Off the Altitude" (AS 555), we again meet Charlie Slatter of The

Grass Is Singing, but here we see him at an earlier stage in life, as he bullies his wife

and sons, along with his field hands. The story is mainly his wife's: we see Molly

Slatter through the eyes of a young first-person narrator from a neighboring farm. The

geography of the district seems similar to that in "Old John's Place"; the Slatters, like
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home. But unlike the Sinclairs and Laceys, the Slattersalready the "voice of the

district" in The Grass Is Singingare very much a part of the community in this story.

Charlie Slatter is a typical farmer, if extreme at times: "Most people were frightened of

Mr. Slatter," says the narrator (557); once he tied a houseboy to a tree and beat him

"until the boy confessed" (557). The fact that the narrator mentions this incident

suggests that Slatter' s behavior is unusualbut it isn't so out of line that anyone

interferes. With his own sons, Slatter is similarly brutal; he would take handfuls of their

hair and "tighten his fists slowly, not saying a word, while they stood grinning back and

their eyes filled slowly" (558). Slatter has thus extended his absolute power over his

laborers to absolute power over his own family, and it's clear that his sons will soon

take their place within the system.

Charlie Slatter's assumption of power is reminiscent of Toni Morrison's

comments about the construction of white/black differences. Morrison quotes Bernard

Bailyn' s description of William Dunbar, a Scot who settled in Mississippi in the 1 770s,

"leading a battalion of 'wild' slaves with whose labor alone he built an estate" (40):

Endlessly enterprising. . . feeling a sense of authority
and autonomy he had not known before, a force that
flowed from his absolute control over the lives of others,
he emerged a distinctive new man, a borderland
gentleman, a man of property in a raw, half-savage
world. (Bailyn qtd. in Morrison 42)

Like Dunbar, Charlie Slatter is a "gentleman" only in comparison with the laborers he

controls; his position of privilege depends on the "raw, half-savage world" he

constructs around himself. Afler exercising his absolute power in the fields, he brings
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the same attitudes back to the house: "Indeed, the constant necessity of keeping a

whole race, who outnumber their masters, in subordination seems to require an

exaggeration of the stereotype of masculinity" (Manion 441), and this display means

that both men and women must "behave according to rigorously sex-determined

norms" (441).

In "Getting Off the Altitude," we see the results of Charlie's exaggerated

masculinity primarily as they affect his wife. The story begins with a flasliforward

scene:

That night of the dance, years later, when I saw Mrs.
Slatter come into the bedroom at midnight, not seeing
me because the circle of lamplight was focussed low,
with a cold and terrible face I never would have believed
could be hers after knowing her so long during the day-
times and the visitsthat night, when she dragged
herself out of the room again, still not knowing I was
there, I went to the mirror to see my own face. (AS 555)

This image suggests a mirror relationship between the young narrator and Molly

Slatter; as the young girl dances in her first long dress, she seems to be setting herself

up for the same painfiul life that Molly has led.

The story then jumps back to when the narrator is seven or eight and realizes,

for the first time, that her father and Molly Slatter "cared very much for each other"

(557). Despite this terminology, the fatherone of Lessing's more complex settlers

cares simply because he's a caring human being: "Perhaps she should stand up to him?"

he wonders. His wife resents this idea, saying, "She married him" (557). Like "Old

John's Place," this story involves alliances and infidelities within a small, closed society:

"In our district, with thirty or forty families on the farms spread over a hundred square
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miles or so, nothing happened privately" (559). By age ten or eleven, the narrator is

aware that Charlie Slatter "likes" Emmy Pritt, but in this story there's no forgiveness.

"I daresay it could make things easier for Molly," her father says (559), but he wishes

Slatter wouldn't push his affair down Molly's throat. Her mother asks, "Does he have

to have an affair?":

She said the word "affair" with difficulty. It was not her
language. Nor, and that was what she was protesting
against, my father's. For they were both conventional
and religious people. Yet at moments of crisis, at
moments of scandal and irregularity, my father spoke this
other language, cool and detached, as if he were born to
it. (559)

This "language," then, is one that can be used when events become "irregular" enough,

but the narrator's mother, at least, would prefer to pretend the need for it doesn't exist.

During the holidays, the narrator sometimes stays with Mrs. Slatter, going

"across country over the kaffir paths" (559). These relationships between young girls

and older women seem common; presumably Molly Slatter, with just the four boys of

her own, welcomes the female contact, and by this time, reflecting their father's

attitudes, the boys have "turned against their mother" (560). Mr. Slatter regularly

spends the night at Emmy Pritt's. Nevertheless, Molly Slatter speaks highly of her

husband, who's "worth as much as any man in the district" (560); "Mr. Slatter's a man

that does not know his own strength" (560). However, Molly has a certain power of

her own; as long as Charlie is involved with someone else, she keeps her bedroom

locked.
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leaving the 4,000-foot highlands, the Pritts and the Slatters go to the coast together.

Later a young assistant appears on the Slatters' farm, and Molly becomes involved with

him, but eventually, like Charlie Slatter himself, he gets locked out of Molly's room.

"And now you've frozen out George, too?" Mr. Slatter asks (567). This is the night

that the narrator wears her first long dress, and when she hears these words, she's been

dancing with a young farm hand; we're back to the opening scene. "Oh God, make me

old soon, make me old," she hears Molly say (568). And now, because we've heard

the rest of the story, we understand the look the narrator has seen on Molly's face on

the first page.

After Molly leaves the room, the narrator holds the lamp to the mirror to see

her own reflection, but "there was nothing to my face" (568). The next day the girl's

father advises Molly to "get down off the altitude for a bit" (569), but it is not until

later, after Emmy Pritt dies of cancer, that the Slatters do go to the sea, without the

children, who are now grown up. "For this was years later, and Mrs. Slatter's hair had

gone grey and she was fat and old, as I had heard her say she wanted to be" (570).

Despite this ending, this is not a story with a clear resolution. Through most of the

story, Molly Slatter puts up with her situation, and the narrator, looking at her own

still-unformed face, may or may not see her life echoing Molly's own.
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"The Old Chief Mshlanga"

Whereas the young narrators in the previous stories rarely confront colonialism

directly, the girl who narrates "The Old Chief Mshlanga" (AS 47) meets it head on, if

only briefly. She is thus the character who comes closest to recognizing her own

complicity within the white ruling class. Although most of the story is told by a first-

person narrator, it begins in third person: "They were good, the years of ranging the

bush over her father's farm which, like every white farm, was largely unused, broken

only occasionally by small patches of cultivation" (47).

This is the story that most clearly describes the Africa of the Africans, but at

first the girl sees the country through the filter of her European readings. Though she

knows no landscape but the African veld, "her books held tales of alien fairies, her

rivers ran slow and peaceful, and she knew the shape of the leaves of an ash or an oak"

(48). Reciting Tennyson, she walks the world of an English fairy tale, her eyes

"sightless for anything but a pale willowed river, a pale gleaming castle" (47). To such

a child, the passing Africans seem remote, part of the landscape.

The third-person narrator reflects child's thoughts, but by exaggerating the

diction, she also ridicules them:

If a native came into sight.. . the dogs would flush him
up a tree as if he were a bird. If he expostulated (in his
uncouth language that was by itself ridiculous) that was
cheek. If one was in a good mood, it could be a matter
for laughter. (48)

Later the narrator steps in from a distance; the passive voice suggests a general

avoidance of responsibility: "certain questions presented themselves in the child's mind;
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and because the answers were not easy to accept they were silenced by an even greater

arrogance of manner" (49). These questions suggest answers that are "unsayable"

within the child's culture, and because there is no way to talk about what she sees, it's

easiest not to see it at all. If she does interact with an African, her mother says, "Come

away; you mustn't talk to natives" (49).

In her role as third-person narrator, the storyteller is more explicit about social

issues than she is when she later moves into first person. Her speculations on the

passing Africans invoke yet another fairy tale image, but they also point out the realities

of colonial wage structures. Where had these Africans come from?"Perhaps even as

far away as the fabled gold mines of Johannesburg, where the pay was so much better

than the few shillings a month and the double handful of mealie meal twice a day which

they earned in that part of Africa" (48). These concerns are far beyond the mind of the

child, however, and when the narrative switches to first person, the narrator stays

closer to the present.

The narrative switch occurs just after these "certain questions" are suggested,

when the girl first meets Chief Mshlanga, "One evening, when I was about fourteen,"

she begins (49). At first she does not know who he is; she notices only that the three

Africans don't move aside as she expects them to do. "I was angry. It was 'cheek' for

a native not to stand off a path" (49). McCormick suggests that the quotation marks

around "cheek" suggest "a degree of narratorial distance" that does not sacrifice "the

immediacy of the account" (12). The girl is not used to meeting such Africans, who

have "an air of dignity, of quietly following their own purpose. It was the dignity that
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thought, understanding the pride that made the old man stand before me like an

equalmore than an equal, for he showed courtesy, and I showed none" (50).

Although this first-person narrator does not analyze events in the same way the third-

person narrator does, the description is obviously that of an older character looking

back.
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Once the girl has met the chief, she begins to read again, but now her books are

about Africa itselfas are Nyasha's in Nervous Conditions. The narrator is surprised

when one explorer writes of asking the chief for "permission to prospect for gold in his

territory" (50): "The phrase 'ask his permission' was so extraordinary to a white child,

brought up to consider all natives as things to use, that it revived those questions,

which could not be suppressed" (50). She is also surprised when an old prospector

tells her family, "This was the Old Chiefs Country" (51); these days the district was

known by another name, "a new phrase which held no implication of usurped

ownership" (51).

Clearly aware of her position as usurper, then, the girl tries out different

solutions. She's in Africa now, no longer in her fairy tales: "that other landscape in my

mind faded, and my feet struck directly on the African soil" (51). Perhaps it is this

sense of Africa that leads her to look for a compromise:

But I thought: this is my heritage too; I was bred here; it
is my country as well as the black man's country; and
there is plenty of room for all of us, without elbowing
each other off the pavements and roads.

It seemed only necessary to let free that respect I
felt when I was talking with the Old Chief Mshlanga, to
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let both black and white people meet gently, with
tolerance for each other's differences: it seemed quite
easy. (51)

But even as she suggests these ideas, her diction casts doubt on them: "But I thought";

"it seemed." These are the ideas of the well-intentioned liberal who believes a few

changes can make a difference. Yet the structure of this story makes it clear that the

revelations of one young girl are not enough to change a system that is inherently

unjust.

A new servant comes to work for the girl's family, and he turns out to be the

son of a chief. The servants are usually seen as "good" or "bad" natives, meaning "how

did they behave as servants? Were they lazy, efficient, obedient, or disrespectful?"

(51). These descriptions are echoed, though ironically, when Dangarembga's Nyasha

describes her father as a "good native." When the mother of Lessing' s character learns

of her servant's ancestry, she says he'd better not "put on a Chiefs son act with me"

(52). Once they know who he is, however, the family claims this servant is different,

"very polite, very distant, very quick to obey an order" (52). "Blood always tells," they

tell each other (52). Thus a hierarchy is expected even among natives; the elevation of

a few justifies the mistreatment of the rest, an idea that is reminiscent of Aphra Behn' s

Oroonoko, in which the "royal" slave is valued precisely because he is not like other

Africans.

When the new servant goes home on his bicycle one day, the girl realizes the

chief must live nearby, and later she hesitantly follows the same path toward the old

chiefs kraal:
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This was Government land, which had never been
cultivated by white men. . . I had entered a completely
fresh type of landscape. It was a wide green valley,
where a small river sparkled, and vivid water-birds
darted over the rushes. (52)

The scene is nothing like that on the farm, where "hundreds of acres of harsh eroded

soil bore trees that had been cut for the mine furnaces" (52). Clearly, the pristine

native (or "natural") lands are being contrastedin the Romantic modeto the spoiled

lands of the white intruders. This contrast intensifies as the girl moves farther from

home, but here the imagery involves literary terms; this girl, after all, is a reader:

I had read of this feeling, how the bigness and silence of
Africa, under the ancient sun, grows dense and takes
shape in the mind, till even the birds seem to call
menacingly, and a deadly spirit comes out of the trees
and the rocks. You move wearily, as if your very
passing disturbs something old and evil, something dark
and big and angry that might suddenly rear and strike
from behind. . . . Fear possessed me. (53)

If Lessing is using Africanist imagery hereand she may be taking it directly from

Conradshe also seems to question it. I had read, the narrator says, and as fear takes

over, books take precedence over reality. But her panic doesn't last:

The point was that it was meaningless. . . . This was the
sort of fear that contracts the flesh of a dog at night and
sets him howling at the full moon. It had nothing to do
with what I thought or felt; and I was more disturbed by
the fact that I could become its victim than of the
physical sensation itself. (54)

It is the sight of the chief's village that brings her back to reality, and it is here that

Lessing brings Africa alive. Just for a moment a white character sees the Africa she's

been missing all her life:
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There were neat patches of mealies and pumpkins and
millet, and cattle grazed under some trees at a distance.
Fowls scratched among the huts, dogs lay sleeping on the
grass, and goats friezed a kopje that jutted up beyond a
tributary of the river lying like an enclosing arm round
the village. (54)

But this enchanting Africa is no more accessible than the lands of the girl's earlier fairy

tales. The women are colorfiul, but they are beyond her reach: "They were draped in

bright cloths, with brass glinting in their ears and on their arms. They also stared,

silently; then turned to chatter among themselves" (54-55). If the men are

unknowable, the womenthe "other of the other"can be known even less.

The chief, when she finally finds him under a tree, is not pleased she has come.

How can he be pleased when her family occupies his former land? Presumably he

realizes that nothing good can come of a white child's visit, but the girl sees things in

more personal terms:

What had I expected? I could not join them socially: the
thing was unheard of. Bad enough that I, a white girl,
should be walking the veld alone as a white man might:
and in this part of the bush where only Government
officials had the right to move. (55)

Although she wants to talk, she cannot; she can't speak with him on his ground any

more than on her own. "I wanted to say: 'I have come to pay you a friendly visit, Chief

Mshlanga.' I could not say it" (55).

This inability to speak leads to a change. "There was a silence, while the flies

rose and began to buzz around my head" (55). The girl has realized that goodwill

alone is not enough, and something seems to die in her:
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The fear had gone; the loneliness had set into stiff-
necked stoicism; there was now a queer hostility in the
landscape, a cold, hard, sullen indomitability that walked
with me, as strong as a wall, as intangible as smoke; it
seemed to say to me: you walk here as a destroyer. I
went slowly homewards, with an empty heart: I had
learned that if one cannot call a country to heel like a
dog, neither can one dismiss the past with a smile in an
easy gush of feeling, saying: I could not help it, I am also
a victim. (56)

From here on, there is little analysis. Events unfold. The girl sees the old chief

only once again, when he comes to negotiate for the goats the girl's father has

confiscated: they have trampled the family's land. The father keeps the goats, and later

he mentions the chief to a visiting policeman, who says the village should be moved:

"That kraal has no right to be there; it should have been moved long ago" (57):

Some time later we heard that Chief Mshlanga and his
people had been moved two hundred miles east, to a
proper Native Reserve; the Government land was going
to be opened up for white settlement soon. (57)

When the girl visits the land a year later, she finds there is "nothing there":

Mounds of red mud, where the huts had been, had long
swathes of rotting thatch over them, veined with the red
galleries of the white ants. The pumpkin vines rioted
everywhere. . . The settler lucky enough to be allotted
the lush warm valley. . . would find, suddenly, in the
middle of a mealie field, the plants were growing fifteen
feet tall. . . and wonder what unsuspected vein of
richness he had struck. (58)

"The Old Chief Mshlanga" is one of Lessing's most widely read stories, and it

has also received more critical attention than most of the others. Bertelsen examines

the story in terms of both the bildungsroman and mythic traditions. Under the first, the

girl, brought up on fairy tales, can't comprehend Africa until meeting the chief gives
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her "a wholly fresh view of the African, her indigenous environment, and herself'; she

finds she has "new insights regarding both the black man's prior rights to the land and

the unsuspected depths of her own nature" ("Lessing's Rhodesia" 25). Seen in

symbolic/mythic terms, the girl is a "sleeping princess" until the chief wakes her from

her "dream": "She partakes of knowledge (Good and Evil), and the closing incidents of

the tale demonstrate her new ability to understand her parents, the African and herself'

(31).

But is this all? The story seems to end with a typical Lessing 'And yet" The

girl may have gained some understanding of herself, but more important is her

compromised situation as a member of her own society. She may "understand," but

there's nothing she can do. Even Manion's analysis seems optimistic: "the character

can do no more than abstractly negate her parents' world view" (449). Yet the story

gives no indication that the girl negates anything. As McCormick puts it, "neither the

resolve nor the goodwill" is enough. In the end, the girl "does not use her insight as a

basis for challenging her parents' position" (12): awareness does not equal action. The

girl may see, but if so, she does nothing about it; there is only a "telling silence" (13).

This silence is all the more disturbing given that it may be the girl's own visit to the

chiefs village that leads to his eviction; even so, we see no evidence of her resistance

when the village is moved away.

Despite this narrator's recognition of her own complicity within the system

"you walk here as a destroyer"she seems to step back from this responsibility as she

leaves the chiefs compound. If she has learned anything, it is that there is nothing she
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can do. She has lost her innocenceher belief in a perfectable worldand now she is

stuck in the one she's got. More than any other Lessing character, she has "seen": but

seeing, she finds there is still nothing to say that can be said.

In Lessing' s stories, then, we see how the colonial system affects life at every

level, even when it seems to remain in the background. In particular, colonialism

reinforces gender hierarchies, an intensification that also occurs among the colonized

people in Dangarembga's book. White women in colonial situations often have little

possibility of effecting change; some accept their situations without question, repeating

their mothers' lives, and others question their positions, but few can do anything about

the injustices they see. Most of these characters are not in a position to analyze their

own lives, but Lessing's narrative techniques often allow readers to see more than the

characters can see.

In Lessing's stories, Africans are often invisible. It is possible to read some of

these works as reinforcing the stereotypes they seek to challenge, but other readings

suggest that the visible "absence" of Africans makes a statement of its own. What

Lessing cannot include in her storiesbecause of the colonial system in effect when

she lived in Rhodesiais the lives of ordinary Africans themselves. Dangarembga's

Nervous Conditionsjoins a growing body of African literature that tells the story from

the other side.
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4. TSITSI DANGAREMBGA'S NERVOUS CONDITIONS

What Lessing' s stories lackas she herself acknowledgesis an African point

of view. Although "Hunger" (AS 404) involves an African viewpoint character,

Lessing considers the story a failure. No matter how good their intentions, white

people in Rhodesia did not have access to black people's lives. It is only relatively

recently that Africans have begun writing their own stories.

As Lessing's blurb on Tsitsi Dangarembga's Nervous Conditions says, "This is

the novel we have been waiting for. . . . I am sure it will be a classic." Interestingly, the

next blurb, written by Alice Walker, echoes the "free women" theme in Lessing' s

Golden Notebook: "Nervous Conditions is that rare novel whose characters are

unforgettable. Tambu and Nyasha. . . persist in their determination to be both free

Africans and free women in a patriarchal society." Nervous Conditions tells the story

of Tambu and her cousin Nyasha by using a shifting viewpoint that allows the adult

Tambu to show us more than Tambu the child can understand at the time.

Background: African writing and Zimbabwean politics

At the time of Lessing's stories, few Africans were writing fiction. It was not

until 1959 that Chinua Achebe's classic Things Fall Apart was published, and Flora

Nwapa's Efuru, the first widely read novel by an African woman, came out only in

1966. Once the first African books were published, others soon followed. Angus
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Calder mentions several trends in African writing. The "Onitsha Market school" of

Nigeria (especially Cyprian Ekwensi) sought to create home-grown "pulp fiction" to

compete with such writers as Barbara Cartland. Meanwhile, writers such as Achebe

and Ngugi Wa Thiong'o were more "literary," successfiully targeting the African

textbook market: "The seven figure sales of their novels represent the penetration of a

vastalmost infinitemarket for African fictions" within the newly independent

African countries (36). "Criticism was written, by blacks and whites," Calder continues

skeptically, "to prove that Things Fall Apart was a great novel ftilly suitable to replace,

say, David Copperfield" (36).

In Rhodesia, because of the white regime's emphasis on separate development,

"tribal" books in Shona and Ndebele were encouraged. By the time Robert Mugabe

came to power in 1980, there was a strong tradition of local publishing, and Mugabe

made a point of encouraging free speech (36). Thus writers such as Dambudzo

Marechera amd Shimmer Chinodya were able to make flamboyant "gestures of revolt,"

and "The prospect existed of being both educational and oppositional, both widely sold

in the education system and free to criticise the government" (36).

By the time Tsitsi Dangarembga published Nervous Conditions in 1988when

she was only twenty-five--there was a strong tradition of writing by Zimbabwean men,

and Dangarembga was clearly familiar with that tradition. The name of Tambu' s

brother, for example, is Nhamo, and Dambudzo Marechera has a brother by that name;

Tambu's much younger brother is named Dambudzo (Rooney 130), suggesting an

homage to Marechera, who is a writer Dangarembga identifies with and respects (Veit-
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Wild 30). Dangarembga's work clearly belongs to the "literary" school. In fact, her

novel seems so "theoretical" that it's easy to wonder whether she wrote it specifically

for academic use. She was obviously familiar with Fanon and other theorists; like

Fanon, Dangarembga studied medicine and psychology in college. Nevertheless, the

book succeeds on emotional as well as theoretical grounds, and much of the best

critical work has appeared only in the last few years. Either Dangarembga was very

clever, or she and the theorists have found a highly fruitfttl way of looking at the effects

of colonialism in Africa.

Uwakweh points out that male fiction from Zimbabwe tends to "emphasize

traditional or conventional images of the African woman as wife and mother or to make

rebellious females suffer the tragic fate of the non-conformist" (75); Dangarembga's

book avoids such stereotypical images. A 1985 conference in Harare, Uwakweh says,

identified three problems for Zimbabwean women's writing: male arrogance and

prejudice, sexism in the publishing field, and lack of education for women (75), all

leading to a "silencing" of women's voices. Women in Zimbabwe have traditionally

been dominated by men. According to a locally made 1993 documentary, half of the

women in Zimbabwe "are frequently beaten by their husbands" (76), and most are only

beginning to realize that this abuse is illegal. Dangarembga' s film "Everyone's Child,"

based on a story by Chinodya, similarly portrays the absolute dominance of men in

modern Zimbabwe. Dangarembga' s agenda in Nervous Conditions, says Uwakweh, "is

to expose the mechanisms of male domination in Zimbabwean society" (77). Such

comments are a reminder that Nervous Conditions should be taken on its own terms:
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first of all, as a Zimbabwean book. Although the question of colonialism is important,

Dangarembga's initial concern was more with male domination than with imperialism.

By the time the book came out, the country had already been independent for nearly a

third of Dangarembga's life, and the present may have been more on her mind than the

past. Nevertheless, Dangarembga is also aware of the complicating effects of

colonialism: the current patriarchal system "is actually the tradition which came into

being during the time of colonisation" (Interview, Petersen 347).

Dangarembga says that as a young girl, she saw Doris Lessing's work as a

positive influence: "I particularly liked her writing. . . so down-to-earth and real! It

made me think that this is the material I have" (Interview, Wilkinson 195); her real role

models, however, were such African-American women writers as Toni Morrison and

Alice Walker (195). Like Chinodya, whose novel was written at the Iowa writer's

workshop, Dangarembga is at home with "Anglo-American and European traditions of

fiction" (Calder 38). She learned English before Shonaher parents first took her to

England when she was two, so her life parallels Nyasha's more closely than Tambu's

and later studied at Cambridge and the University of Zimbabwe (Wilkinson 189).

Calder points out, once again, the complicity of the African intellectual:

"Colonial values, paradoxically, can only be ousted by those who have grown up in, are

at home with, motor cars, the English language, Western ideas" (42). Calder' s

comment can be read several ways. Although most critics recognize the complicity of

the Third World intellectual, Calder' s comments on Achebe and Dickens suggest he

might be saying that Africans are unable to challenge western values without western
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help. Once again, a form of postcolonial analysis has the potential to become a

"colonial move" of its own: describing this complicity may actually reinforce colonial

paternalistic images. Henry Louis Gates mentions a similar dilemma: if you "play up

the absolute nature of colonial domination," you may at the same time be "textually

replicating the repressive operations of colonialism" (Gates, qtd. in Basu 24).

Unlike the African countries further north, Rhodesia did not gain independence

from white rule and become Zimbabwe until 1980. During much of the time covered

by Nervous Conditions, Rhodesia was in a state of guerrilla war, yet the war is

mentioned only once in the book. Nevertheless, it is important. The fact that the story

begins specifically in 1968 situates it in historical time. Nervous Conditions takes place

in the late sixties and early seventies, shortly after white Southern Rhodesia, under Ian

Smith, made its Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI) from Britain in 1965.

Although white voters approved a new constitution in 1970, this constitution barred

significant participation by blacks, and only after much internal fighting was the first

black-majority government was elected in 1979.

The dates of the story are clear: Tambu is thirteen when her brother dies in

1968, at which point she begins her education at the mission school where her uncle

works. The uncle's family, including Tambu's cousin Nyasha, has returned from

England three years earlierthe year of UDI. Obviously, the political situation is

crucial to the story; any Zimbabwean reader would see the war as a force to be

reckoned with even if it isn't directly mentioned. The war, like the white rule of
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colonialism, is a fact of life, just as the presence of a subjugated black population is a

fact of life in Lessing' s world.

Nervous Conditions: Tambu as retrospective narrator

Nervous Conditions is the story of Tambudzai (Tambu), her cousin Nyasha, and

their mothers and aunts. From the beginning, there is a dichotomy between Tambu the

child character and Tambu the adult who narrates the stoly:

I was not sorry when my brother died. Nor am I
apologising for my callousness, as you may define it, my
lack of feeling. For it is not that at all. I feel many things
these days, much more than I was able to feel in the days
when I was young and my brother died, and there are
reasons for this more than the mere consequence of age.

For though the event of my brother's passing and the
events of my story cannot be separated, my story is not
after all about death, but about my escape and Lucia's;
about my mother's and Maiguru's entrapment; and about
Nyasha's rebellionNyasha, far-minded and isolated, my
uncle's daughter, whose rebellion may not in the end
have been successful. (MC 1)

Nfah-Abbenyi, herself from Cameroon, refers to the shock of Tambu' s first sentence:

This is an unbelievable statement proffered by an African
woman. The first shock one has to get over is, how
could she not be? How could she say such a thing? First
of all, given our African extended family system that
demands close family ties, no one in their right mind
would say such a profane thing. . . . Yet Tambudzai is
not being callous. Her statement is a blanket truth about
what it means to grow up as a woman in her society...
The fact that she is gendered female excludes her from
education, to the boy's comparative advantage. . . The
essentializing linkage between men/education and
women/home is foregrounded. (61-62)
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Tambu the adult looks back from several positions to tell the story of her

childhood; the narrative constantly moves back and forth in time, which allows her to

approach her "shocking" story from a number of different angles. At times the

narration becomes almost omniscient; as Tambu tells us, "I have asked many people...

to tell me what they recollect"the things "that as a young child I could not have been

aware of' (NC 13-14). Although she begins the novel by talking about "when my

brother died," she immediately gives us some background about her brother Nhamo's

recent visits home from the mission school, when he has done his best to avoid helping

in the fields. She then moves briefly back to "this particular November afternoon" in

1968 when he dies (8) before discussing the family situation more abstractly:

Perhaps I am being unfair to him, laying all this blame on
him posthumously, when he cannot defend himself and
when I have seen enough to know that blame does not
come in neatly packaged parcels. . . he was doing no
more than behave, perhaps extremely, in the expected
manner. The needs and sensibilities of the women in my
family were not considered a priority, or even legitimate.
(12)

Although Tambu as a child feels the injustice of this situation, most of this paragraph is

retrospective: this is how she feels later, remembering.

The narration then jumps back, without having quite reached Nhamo's death, to

when Nhamo starts school at age seven in the early 1960s. Tambu, a year younger

than her brother, begins school the next year, but she is forced to quit because the

family can't afford her school fees. While Nhamo continues his schooling, Tambu

helps her mother in the fields and gets up early to cultivate her own mealiesher

cornin hopes of raising enough money for her schooling. When she discovers her
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brother is stealing her mealies to share with his friends at school, they get into a fight,

and Mr. Matimba, a schoolmaster, offers to help her sell her produce in the city. A

white woman named Doris, mistakenly thinking he is exploiting the child, offers ten

pounds toward Tambu's education, and with this money Tambu is able to return to her

classes.

When her cousins come back from England in 1965, Tambu finds she cannot

communicate with them; her cousin Nyasha speaks English with a strange accent, and

she has forgotten how to speak Shona. Tambu's brother is taken to live with the

cousins and attend the mission school where Nyasha's father, Babamukuru, is

headmaster. Nhamo gloats over his good luck: "Did you ever hear of a girl being taken

away to school?" he asks Tambu. "I was meant to be educated," he brags (49). As

narrator, Tambu reflects on his behavior:

I was quite sure at the time that Nhamo knew as well as I
did that the things he had said were not reasonable, but
in the years that have passed since then I have met so
many men who consider themselves responsible adults
and therefore ought to know better, who still subscribe
to the fundamental principles of my brother's budding
elitism, that to be fair to him I must conclude that he was
sincere in his bigotry. But in those days I took a rosy
view of male nature. (49)

Tambu can't really forgive her brother for what he has said, but she does her best to

ignore the situation: "It cost me a lot of energy to bury that incident with Nhamo so

deeply that it would not interfere with the business of living" (50). When Nhamo

comes home from school, "He had forgotten how to speak Shona" (52)except, of

course, when something important needs to be discussed. "The more time Nhamo
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spent at Babamukuru's, the more aphasic he became and the more my father was

convinced that he was being educated" (53). Again, although the events are during her

childhood, this is the diction and ironic voice of the older narrator, and it is only at this

point, finally, that she returns to her opening lines: "This Nhamo I have described is the

Nhamo we were expecting home that November afternoon in 1968" (53).

After Nhamo's sudden death (perhaps of mumps), Tambu takes his place at the

mission school; for the sake of the family, someone must become educated, and she is

the oldest remaining child. Tambu's journey to the mission leads to extensive

retrospection. As she leaves her little sisters behind, she's convinced that there is "no

burden so binding" it can't be dropped: "here I was, living proof of the moral. There

was no doubt in my mind that this was the case" (58). But like the narrator's "it

seemed" in "The Old Chief Mshlanga," Tambu's words themselves"there was no

doubt"cast doubt on what she says. Wondering about where she's going allows her

to think about where she's come from; it's as if leaving the homestead allows her to see

it clearly for the first time: "There was the great pleasure in wondering where I would

sleep, since this would certainly not be in a smoky kitchen where people relaxed in the

evenings so that you had to wait for everybody else to retire before you could

comfortably put yourself to bed" (59).

When she arrives at the mission, she describes it, again, from a position in the

future; as Lupton suggests, Tambu's narrative style involves a "progressive series of

backwards glances" (Lupton 23). Tambu is of course impressed with her uncle's large

"distinguished house":
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All the same, had I been writing these things at the time
that they happened, there would have been many
references to "palace" and "mansion" and "castle" in this
section. Their absence is not to say that I have forgotten
what it was like. That first impression of grandeur was
too exotic ever to fade, but I have learnt, in the years
that have passed since then, to curb excesses and flights
of fancy. The point has been made: I can now refer to
my uncle's house as no more than that a house. (62)

This description creates an interesting expectation regarding Tambu's future. By the

time she writes the story, she will be familiar with houses larger than her uncle's; in

fact, she'll be at home in a kitchen more modern than her aunt Maiguru's: "But looking

back, I remember that the cooker had only three plates, none of which was a ring; that

the kettle was not electric; that the refrigerator was a bulky paraffin-powered affair"

(67). Tambu thus takes a variety of stances as she tells her story. Occasionally she

speaks directly to the reader. Of the servant girlpresumably also a relativeshe

reminds us, "You have met Anna" (85). Later she addresses us again: "you must

remember that I was very young" (103). The effect of this personal address is to draw

us into the story, to implicate us in events, rather as Marlow addresses his audience

aboard the cruising yawl in Heart of Darkness.

Tambu's first days at the mission are described in a way that lets us sympathize

with her initial confusions, yet at the same time, the narrator can laugh at her younger

self. On the first evening, Tambu is summoned to join her aunt and uncle in the living

room. In this scene she finds it difficult to "position herself," quite literally, to speak

or even to listen:

I could not take those seats since it would not do to sit
so disrespectfully close to my uncle. There was no
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room, an armchair across from both Baba and Maiguru
which placed the three of us as far away from each other
as was possible in that room. Having sat down in that
chair I began to wonder whether it would have been
more appropriate in this English place to sit closer to my
uncle and aunt. I debated seriously, agonisingly, for at
least two minutes, whether to change my seat to the sofa
or not. . . . All this thinking took quite a long time and a
great deal of concentration, so I missed the first part of
my uncle's speech. (86)

Later that night, the narrator again pokes ironic fun at her younger self as she joins

Nyasha in the bedroom; at this point, fresh from her uncle's lecture about making the

most of her education, she sees her cousin as superficial and frivolous. The scene is

funny, but it is also painful, revealing the chasm between Tambu's new life and the life

she has left; Gorle mentions Tambu's "wicked sense of humor" (185) and the

"sophistication, lightness, and flair" of her style (183):

What about the light? Where was the switch, and how
did you work it? Should I admit my ignorance to
Nyasha, to whom I was feeling so superior, or should I
ignore her?. . . Nyasha climbed out of bed, advising me
to make an effort to stop being a peasant, which
distressed me no end. I knew what the word meant
because we had come across it one day in a poem in an
English lesson and our teacher had explained that a
peasant was a land-fowl which looked something like a
guinea fowl. Nyasha must have been very annoyed, I
thought, to be so rude... I would have liked to have
turned to the wall to emphasise my disapproval, but since
I could not confess my ignorance about the lights, I had
to watch Nyasha closely. (NC 89)

Tambu quickly adjusts to the house and the mission school, however, and she

and Nyasha become friends. Whereas Tambu moves straight ahead with her schooling,
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what she was not paying attention to at the timethe things that Nyasha cares about:

Above all, I did not question things. . . . I did not think
that my reading was more important than washing the
dishes, and I understood that panties should not be hung
to dry in the bathroom where everybody could see them.
I did not discuss Anna's leave conditions with Maiguru.
I was not concerned that freedom fighters were referred
to as terrorists, did not demand proof of God's existence,
nor did I think that the missionaries, along with all the
other Whites in Rhodesia, ought to have stayed at home.
As a result of all these things that I did not think or do,
Babamukuru thought I was the sort of young woman a
daughter ought to be and lost no opportunity to impress
this point of view upon Nyasha. (155)

This paragraph is the only time the book mentions the war, but it is clearly something

that concerns Nyasha. Thanks to her cousin, Tambu, too, is becoming aware of the

broader world. She refers to her time at the mission as "the period of my

reincarnation" (92), and the descriptions of her readingsand Nyasha' sare

reminiscent of the young girl's readings in Lessing's "The Old Chief Mshlanga."

Tambu reads Bronte and Blyton, and Nyasha says she is "reading too many fairy-tales"

(93). Nyasha is more like the older narrator in the Lessing story; she says you have to

"know the facts if you were ever going to find the solutions" (93):

She preferred reality. She was going through a historical
phase. She read a lot of books that were about real
people, real peoples and their sufferings: the condition in
South Africa. . . about Arabs on the east coast and the
British on the west; about Nazis and Japanese and
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.. . . exactly why UDI was
declared and what it meant. (93)
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This UDI reference is the only mention of Smith's white government, and it isn't

explainedthe narrator assumes her readers will understand.

As Tambu observes the lives around her, she is able to explain them because she

writes from a time when she has come to understand more than she does as a child.

Even when she doesn't elaborate, her diction often tells us more than the child has

initially understood. For example, when Tambu discovers that her aunt, too, has a

master's degree, she is surprised, especially when she realizes that despite her self-

effacement, Maiguru is paying a significant proportion of the family's expenses; her

paycheck goes directly to her husband. Maiguru tells Tambu that in England, she

"glimpsed for a little while the things I could have been" (101). Nevertheless, she says,

"when you have a good man and lovely children, it makes it all worth while" (102).

Although Tambu has some doubts about this, she idolizes her uncle, and she wants to

believe what her aunt says:

If it was necessary to efface yourself, as Maiguru did so
well that you couldn't be sure that she didn't enjoy it, if
it was necessary to efface yourself in order to preserve
his sense of identity and value, then, I was sure, Maiguru
had taken the correct decisions. (102)

The "I was sure," however, suggests that Tambu won't accept this explanation forever.

When Tambu discusses the white missionaries, she again jumps through time,

describing ironically the way the missionaries were treated, in her youth, as "minor

deities":

The Whites on the mission were a special kind of white
person, special in that way that my grandmother had
explained to me, for they were holy. They had come not
to take but to give. They were about God's business,



here in darkest Aflica. . . . It was a sacrifice that made us
grateflul to them, a sacrifice that made them superior not
only to us but to those other Whites as well who were
here for adventure and to help themselves to our
emeralds. (103)

In case we haven't picked up on the irony, the "darkest Aflica" reference makes it

impossible to miss. Tambu then moves straight into the future, to a "today" that must

be somewhere in the mid-eighties. Despite the end of white rule, resentment

continuesalong with the dry sense of humor:

Today there are fewer white people on the mission.
They are called expatriates, not missionaries, and can be
seen living in unpainted brick houses. I am told that
whether you are called an expatriate or a missionary
depends on how and by whom you were recruited.
Although the distinction was told to me by a reliable
source, it does not stick in my mind. (103)

As Nyasha continues to brood over colonial injustice and the patriarchal

excesses of her own father, sometimes even refusing to eat the food on her plate,

Tambu does her best to avoid confrontation. But later she remembers how she has felt:

If I had been more independent in my thinking then, I
would have thought the matter through to a conclusion.
But in those days it was easy for me to leave tangled
thoughts knotted, their loose ends hanging. I didn't want
to explore the treacherous mazes that such thoughts led
into. . . . So to put myself back on the right path I took
refuge in the image of the grateful poor female relative.

by keeping within those boundaries I was able to avoid
the mazes of self-confrontation. (116)

During the holidays, the whole family returns to the homestead where Tambu's

parents live; as head of the family, Babamukuru is in fact the owner of this farm, and he

and the other aunts and uncles all arrive for a two-week stay. During this time it is the
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women's responsibility to feed the twenty-four relatives. The men deal with larger

issuesfor example, the question of what should be done about Tambu's pregnant

aunt Lucia, who is staying at the compound with her sister. It is during this conference,

when Tambu peers in through the window at the meeting of the family elders, that the

narration becomes virtually onmiscient; she is able to tell us the gist of the conversation

even before she begins listening. Presumably this is one of those times when Tambu

the narrator makes use of her family's explanations of the many things that "as a young

child I could not have been aware of' (14). Although Lucia is not initially part of the

conversation, she insists on being heard: "Even if you do ignore me," Lucia says, "it

doesn't mean I'm not here" (125). Lucia, despite her lack of education, is one of the

heroines of this story, and as Tambu says at the beginning, the book is partly "about my

escape and Lucia's" (40).

After two years at the mission school, Tambu is chosen to attend the white-run

Sacred Heart convent school. Although Nyashawho is having continuing problems

with anorexiaurges her not to go, she is determined to continue her education. Still,

even at school she has occasional doubts: "I was beginning to have a suspicion, no

more than the seed of a suspicion, that I had been too eager to leave the homestead and

embrace the 'Englishness' of the mission," and for a few days she worries and has

nightmares. But she wants "the books, the games, the films, the debates" at the

mission very much. "In this way I banished the suspicion, buried it in the depths of my

subconscious, and happily went back to Sacred Heart" (203). While she is at school,

Nyasha's condition grows worse, and eventually her parents take her to a psychiatrist
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for help. Only as an adult, however, is Tambu able to understand what Nyasha has

been protesting:

I was young then and able to banish things, but seeds do
grow. Although I was not aware of it then, no longer
could I accept Sacred Heart and what it represented as a
sunrise on my horizon. Quietly, unobtrusively, and
extremely fitfully, something in my mind began to assert
itself, to question things and refuse to be brainwashed,
bringing me to this time when I can set down this story.
It was a long and painful process for me, that process of
expansion. It was a process whose events stretched over
many years and would fill another volume, but the story I
have told here, is my own story, the story of four women
whom I loved, and our men, this story is how it all
began. (204)

This paragraph ends the book, and it is clear that something has changed after

the main story finishes, something that makes it possible for Tambu to write it all down.

The resolution, in effect, takes place off stage, somewhere between the lines in the final

paragraph.

Tambu and Nyasha: colonialism, patriarchy, and food

If the book's narration involves a tension between Tambu the child and Tambu

the narrator, the story itself relies on a balance between Tambu and Nyasha as dual

protagonists. We see the story through Tambu's eyes, and as a child, she often refuses

to consider the questions her cousin Nyasha is asking. But Tambu the narrator makes

Nyasha's concerns very clear. Nyasha, born in Rhodesia but taken as a child to

England, sees herself as "a hybrid," neither one thing nor the other. As an outsider in

her own country, she constantly questions what she sees. Ultimately, her refusal to
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accept colonialism and the patriarchal control of her father takes the form of anorexia

and bulimia; unable to find a satisfactory way to protestto find a speaking position

she rebels in the only way she can, by making her body speak for her. Within the

context of the novel, this rebellion is believable because of the book's constant

references to the body and food. Despite its concern with such abstractions as

patriarchy and colonialism, the story itself is highly concrete, and the physicality of

Nyasha's protest therefore seems internally logical.

From the start, the story is grounded in a physical reality. Nhamo objects to

coming home from the mission by bus because, he says, "the women smelt of unhealthy

reproductive odours, the children were inclined to relieve their upset bowels on the

floor, and the men gave off strong aromas of productive labour" (1). This description

sets up an immediate dichotomy between "productive labor," which smells, and

intellectual labor, which does not. Earlier, when the money runs out and the children

can't pay their fees, their mother boils eggs to raise money for Nhamo's schooling

"(This means that we could not eat them)," Tambu adds parenthetically (15). Their

father can't see why Tambu should mind quitting school: "Can you cook books and

feed them to your husband? Stay at home with your mother. Learn to cook and clean.

Grow vegetables" (15). This is the first of the many food/education parallels in the

story, but Tambu sees through it from the start. Her aunt Maiguru is educated, but

"did she serve Babamukuru books for dinner?" (16). Later, after Mr. Matimba

arranges for Tambu's education, her father is resentflul: "He thinks that because he has

chewed more letters than I have, he can take over my children" (24). When his brother
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himself) is pleased: "Our father and benefactor has returned appeased, having devoured

English letters with a ferocious appetite! Did you think degrees were indigestible? If

so, look at my brother. He has digested them!" (36). Much later, Tambu enjoys

having Nyasha's "exotic library to digest" (178).

As Tambu heads for the mission the first time, she is very aware of her physical

self: "When I stepped into Babamukuru' s car I was a peasant. . . . It was evident from

the corrugated black callouses on my knees, the scales on my skin that were due to lack

of oil, the short, dull tufts of malnourished hair. This was the person I was leaving

behind" (58). At her uncle's, she expects to focus on "survival of the spirit" instead of

the "mere sustenance of the body" (59). But the body continues to matter. Her uncle's

table is large: "No one who ate from such a table could fail to grow fat and healthy"

(69). And when there is conflict, Nyasha refuses to eat.

Throughout the book, food is a dominant theme, and food is often related to

gender. Bhana discusses "the real economy of food" in the book: "foodits

cultivation and preparationare central to the novel" (18). She points to the constant

emphasis on growing food at Tambu's family's farm; this is of course women's work.

When Tambu sells her mealies, Doris doesn't actually take them: "the primary

significance of this incident is that Tambu' s maize has no sustenance value to Doris"

(19). But the role of women is to feed men, and all the women have to cook during the

Christmas holiday gatherings. Here, Tambu's mother resents Tambu's attention to
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Maiguru: "you listen to her as though you want to eat the words that come out of her

mouth" (NC 140).

Over the holidays, Babamukuru decides that the solution to Tambu's parents'

many misfortunes is that they should have a proper Christian marriage. From the start,

Tambu is upset by this idea, but she finds herself unable to protest. However, her body

rebels: "my body reacted in a vety alarming way. . . . I suffered a horrible crawling over

my skin, my chest contracted to a breathless tension and even my bowels threatened to

let me know their opinion" (149). Later, when it becomes time to attend the wedding,

she finds she is still unable to resist:

The next morning, the morning of the wedding, I found I
could not get out of bed. I tried several times but my
muscles simply refused to obey the half-hearted
commands I was issuing to them. Nyasha was worried..

I knew I could not get out of bed because I did not
want to. . . in the end I appeared to have slipped out of
my body and was standing somewhere near the foot of
the bed, watching her efforts to persuade me to get up.
(166)

When Babamukuru comes in, "The body on the bed didn't even twitch," and the

narrator says, "I had gone somewhere where he could not reach me" (166). It is after

this, when Babamukuru accuses her of being a "bad child," that she slips back into her

body again and somehow finds a voice. "I found I could speak again and speak I did"

(166); "I'm sorry, Babamukuru," Tambu says, "but I do not want to go to the

wedding" (167). Tambu thus stays home, willingly accepting her punishment, which

consists of fifteen lashes (because she's fifteen) and two weeks of doing the servant's

work.
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As Tambu prepares to leave for the convent school, she again sees her choice in

physical terms. The move would be "Another step away from the flies, the smells, the

fields and the rags; from stomachs which were seldom fill, from dirt and disease"

(183). All these physical and bodily descriptions, then, set the scene for Nyasha' s

protest; as Tambu's mother puts it, she can't be expected to "stomach so much

Englishness" (203). Her "refusal to swallow her father's patriarchal control coincides

with her refusal to stomach her Anglicization" (Saliba 140); it is the combination of

colonial and patriarchal control that Nyasha finds so difficult to tolerate.

Gender inequalities, Babamukuru, and the educated African

Even as a child, Tambu is aware of patriarchal injusticethe difference between

her brother and herself is obvious. When the money mns low, Nhamo continues school

and Tambu helps support him by working in the fields. As a child, Nhamo understands

his responsibilities as the educated son: "Nhamo knew a lot of things in those days. He

knew more than he did when he died. . . . He knew that it would be up to him to make

sure that his younger sisters were educated" (15). But the more time he spends in

school, the more he "forgets" these lessonsalong with forgetting his Shona language.

Although education can be a way out of poverty, it can also lead to divisions within

families and within countries. Nyasha is very aware of these problems. It takes Tambu

longer to figure them out, but she does recognize the problems of poverty and

womanhood. As her mother tells her, "This business of womanhood is a heavy
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the other" make it even worse (16).

As Tambu grows up, she has plenty of opportunity to see the disadvantages of

being a woman. In her family, her father is boss. When Doris the white woman offers

the ten pounds for her schooling, Mr. Matimba wisely gives the money to the

headmaster for safekeeping, rather than sending it home with Tambu. Her father is not

happy: "Then you have taken my money,' my father told the headmaster. 'That money

belongs to me. Tambudzai is my daughter, is she not? So isn't it my money?" (30).

Even when the headmaster explains that Tambu's education will bring back far more

than just these ten pounds, her father still complains: "She will meet a young man and I

will have lost everything" (30). It seems typical of Tambu' s father to claim whatever

he can. Babamukuru, just back from England, reminds the family of how he has sent

money for the children's school fees: "we were very pleased to hear that you were able

to send both children back to school as a result of receiving that money we had sent"

(45). In response, Tambu's father merely agrees that "Things were tough." No one

says anything about Doris and the ten pounds. Even the narrator doesn't say

anythingbut of course, she doesn't need to; the facts are there. Similarly, much later,

Tambu's father takes credit for the roof that has just been re-thatched by Tambu and

her very pregnant aunt Lucia. When Babamukuru arrives, he compliments him on the

thatching. Again, the irony is so thick that the narrator has no need to comment:

"Ha! Ya, Mukoma," agreed my father. "There
was ajob there! You should have seen us! Up here with
strips of bark and the fertiliser bags, and tying the plastic
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over the holes. Ha! There was a big job there, a big
job."

Lucia and I could not hide our smiles.
"See, Jeremiah," praised Babamukuru, pleased

with my father's labour, "even your daughter is pleased
when you have done a good job." (154)

Tambu hopes that she'll leave these problems behind when she joins her uncle's

more modern and educated family, but this is not what happens. Even her educated

aunt has no control over her own finances, and Babamukuru sees himself as having

absolute power over his daughter. When Nyasha stays out late after a school dance to

talk with Andy Baker, a missionary's son, her father is upset: "No decent girl would

stay out alone, with a boy, at that time of the night" (113). He calls her a whore, and

when the resulting argument leads to a physical fight, Tambu is surprised by its

familiarity:

how dreadfiully familiar that scene had been, with
Babamukuru condemning Nyasha to whoredom, making
her a victim of her femaleness, just as I had felt
victimised at home in the days when Nhamo went to
school and I grew my maize. The victimisation, I saw,
was universal. It didn't depend on poverty, on lack of
education or on tradition. (115)

It all depends, she realizes, on "the question of femaleness. Femaleness as opposed and

inferior to maleness" (116).

Whereas Tambu sees the problem mainly in malefemale terms, Nyasha notices

the effects of colonialism as well. Babamukuru is a product of the colonial education

system, a system that educates some of the nativesthe most promising onesin the

hopes of co-opting them into the colonial system. Babamukuru, who's "cultivable," is

seen as a "good African," and "good Africans bred good African children who also
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thought about nothing except serving their communities" (107). And of course,

Babamukuru's education does help his family: "Aren't we all benefiting from

Babamukuru's education?" Tambu's mother says when Babamukuru finds Lucia a job,

and she kneels down "worshipping" him (159). Although it is true that others can

benefit from one family member's education, the importance of such trickle-down

effects is exactly what Nyasha is arguing against. Babamukuru, the one family member

allowed an education, has a responsibility to share with the rest who have sacrificed for

him; however, he uses his colonial education to prop up his own traditional patriarchal

privileges, as well as forcing an exaggerated version of English norms and morality on

his family. Babamukuru acts like one of Bhabha's "mimic men," controlling even his

brother's extended family by insisting that Tambu's parents participate in a belated

Christian marriage ceremony; in his role as "good native," Babamukuru thus accepts

the values of the English colonizers and even exaggerates them.

Babamukuru's position exemplifies the "with their consent" concept from

Sartre's introduction to Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth. He actively collaborates

with the values promoted by the white ruling class. In his likening of Nyasha to a

whore, Nyasha "is seen as evil while her father is the rational voice of goodness"

(McWilliams 108). Vizzard refers to Babamukuru' s space in the novel as "cross-

culturalism"; as head of the extended family, he "mobilizes his Western education" to

"impose colonial order on them"; as a "mimic man," he "attempts to re-enact the

colonialist discourse" (unpaginated). The book "exposes the male elite's collaboration

in the colonial process" (Saliba 142); because only a few native people are allowed an
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education, "Babamukuru's educational status enables him to emerge as the ultimate

patriarch" (Uwakweh 79).

Although Nyasha objects to her father's compromised position under the white

colonial government, the benefits continue to accumulate for her own generation.

Andy Baker's father, the white missionaiy, arranges for Nyasha's brother Chido to

attend a multiracial school with his own boys: "Whites were indulgent towards

promising young black boys in those days, provided that the promise was a peaceful

promise, a grateful promise to accept whatever was handed out to them and not to

expect more" (106); the narrator's "in those days" suggests that within a few years, the

situation may have changed. Nyasha sees this arrangement as being Mr. Baker's way

to avoid feeling guilty (and she sees it in food-related terms); if their friend Chido

hadn't gone to school with them, "Mr. Baker would have had his sons' superior

education nibbling away at his conscience" (106).

Guilt also comes into play earlier, when Doris the white woman gives the

money for Tambu's education. Doris and her husband are old, and Tambu finds them

strange: "I did not like the way they looked, with skin hanging in papery folds from

their bones, malignant-looking brown spots on their hands, a musty, dusty, sweetish

odour clinging around the woman like a haze" (27). Until Mr. Matimba explains the

situation (in fact, he tells her that Tambu is the oldest in a family of thirteen orphans),

Doris believes that he is exploiting Tambu: "Child labor. Slavery! That's what it is"

(28). When we look at Doris in terms of Doris Lessing's would-be liberals (even the

name "Doris" is suggestive), it seems obvious that such a woman might want to help a
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child who's being wronged by an African, rather than accepting her own responsibility

as a member of the colonial system. But whatever her looks or her motivations, Dons

does give the money that leads to Tambu's educationand she speaks the truth, at

least to some extent:

"The child ought to be in school, learning her tables and
keeping out of mischief," she railed. "Now, don't tell me
there aren't any schools, young man, because I know the
Governor is doing a lot for the natives in the way of
education. . . . Speak up for yourself, now," Doris
commanded Mr. Matimba.

Mr. Matimba did speak for himself. He spoke
most sorrowfully and most beseechingly. Dons darkened
like a chameleon. Money changed hands. (28)

Education does make Tambu's life easier, especially when she goes to the

convent school, but it also takes her away from her family. Her mother, who feels she

has already lost her son to education, is against the move. "First you took his tongue

so that he could not speak to me and now you have taken everything," she says of

Nhamo, seeing his loss in physical terms. "You and your education have killed my son"

(54). With Tambu about to leave, she anticipates a similar loss: "It will be English,

English all the time," she says, and like Nyasha, she begins eating less and less,

deteriorating badly (184). While Nyasha criticizes the colonial system, Tambu becomes

more and more dependent on it. Upset by her own inability to fit into either world,

Nyasha sees the imposition of English and a colonial education as a threat; although

hybridity can confer advantages in some casesTambu's may be one of themNyasha

sees it only in negative terms.
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This question of hybridity shows up in reverse with some of the white

missionaries. In Andy Baker's family, the children speak Shona before they speak

English. Tambu sees them as mirroring her cousin Nyasha: "I wondered how they

would manage when they went back home and had to stop behaving like Africans"

(104). Andy has a younger sister who is Nyasha's best friend and is also of interest to

her brother Chido: "Her name was Nyaradzo, which is a beautiful name and, to me,

poetic: it has a soothing sound" (104), Tambu says. She doesn't mention that this is an

African name, not an American one; perhaps, as a child, she doesn't realize it, and as an

adult she assumes it's obvious to her readers.

Women and the search for a speaking position: the body protests

Language by nature plays a large role in colonial relations. The language of the

colonistsin this case Englishis privileged, particularly when there is more than one

local language; some countries have several hundred. In Rhodesia, most people speak

Shona or Ndebele. Tambu and her family speak Shona, but in Lessing's stories, the

white colonizers pay little attention to what languages their servants speak, referring to

them as "dialects"; any exchanges between masters and servants take place in "kitchen

kaffir," with English reserved for the colonizers and local languages relegated to the

villages.

Nyasha in Nervous Conditions comes back from England unable to speak

Shona: "She said little, but sometimes her lips would move to rehearse the words when

someone used complicated language" (52). Similarly, Tambu's brother Nhamo forgets
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his native language after starting at the mission school, or so he claims. When Tambu

arrives at the mission, she and Nyasha speak a mixture of English and Shona: "Our

conversation was laboured and clumsy because when Nyasha spoke seriously her

thoughts came in English, whereas with me, the little English I had disappeared when I

dropped my vigilance to speak of things that mattered" (77). As Nfah-Abbenyi asks,

"What can be more assimilating and colonizing to Nyasha than the fact that her most

serious thoughts come to her in English and not in Shona?" (64). For the girls to have

a relationship, a kind of hybridity is involved. The confusion continues at dinner time:

"Good evening, Baba," Maiguru greeted him in
Shona.

"Good evening, Daddy," Nyasha said in English.
"Good evening, Babamukuru," I said, mixing the

two languages because I was not sure which was most
appropriate. Babamukuru grunted briefly by way of
reply. (NC 80)

The last line suggests that although the women in the family are attempting to find a

common language, Babamukuru may fail to hear no matter how they speak.

Although the confusion over languages can contribute to anyone's difficulty in

attaining a speaking positionMoses's inability to ask for a drink in The Grass Is

Singing is one examplespeech can be impossible even when the use of a common

language is not an issue. The native nanny in "Old John's Place" isn't allowed her own

words in the text, although Kate talks to her. And the narrator of "The Old Chief

Mshlanga" finds she cannot speak to the chief when she visits his village, although

there are things she would like to say.
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In Nervous Conditions, speaking is often impossible. After her brother Nhamo

gloats about his place at the mission school, telling Tambu she can't expect to be

educated because she's a girl, Tambu tries to "bury" the incident so it won't interfere

with living:

As it turned out, I was not altogether successthl, because
I could no longer bring myself to speak to my brother.
Not that I consciously decided to ignore him. It just
happened. Try as I would, I simply could not open my
mouth to talk to him. (50)

What Tambu would like to protest is the unfairness of gender-based discrimination, and

since she can't find a way to voice her complaints about that issue, it seems she's also

unable to say anything else.

Finding a speaking position is similarly difficult for some of the other

characters. Once Tambu has been at the mission for a few weeks, she finds that Anna

the servant girl begins to treat her differently. Tambu sees no reason why Anna should

have become different: "The change then had to do with me. It was very sobering to

think that my change of address had changed me into a person Anna could not talk to"

(85). And here we see the beginnings of Tambu' s complicity within the colonial

system. In becoming someone who can go to school and talk with white missionaries,

Tambu becomes someone her former friend Anna cannot talk to.

Other people, however, refuse to be silenced. "I'm just poor and ignorant, so

you want me to keep quiet, you say I mustn't talk," says Tambu's mother, wholike

Luciais pregnant. "Ehe! I am poor and ignorant, that's me, but I have a mouth and it

will keep on talking, it won't keep quiet" (140). But Lucia is the woman most likely to
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speak for herself. Of Takesure, a relative of Babamukuru' s and the father of her child-

to-be, she says, "Whatever he can do for me, I can do better for myself' (145).

Although Babamukuru wants Takesure to take her away and marry her, Lucia refuses

to go, and she continues to claim her own sense of self: "Lucia stayed on to look after

her sister, and because her body had appetites of which she was not ashamed, she

moved back in with Takesure. She did not make excuses for herself' (153). When

Tambu's mother goes to the mission to have her baby, Lucia goes too, and she asks

Babamukuru for work. He finds her a job making food in the girls' hostel, and she

does so well in her Grade One evening classes that the next year she skips to Grade

Three.

Thus Lucia is at the mission when Tambu refuses to go to her parents'

wedding, and she objects to the punishment that Babamukuru has inflicted on her niece:

She told him quite openly that I should not be punished
so severely. "Did you ask her what was on her mind?"
she demanded. "Did you ask my sister whether she
wished her daughter to be present? Even the wedding.
Did you ask my sister if she wanted that wedding? I do
not see that the child did you so much wrong by
preferring not to be there."

Something had happened, either to Lucia or to
Babamukuru, that allowed him to be patient with her...

"Well, Babamukuru," said Lucia, preparing to
leave, "maybe when you marry a woman, she is obliged
to obey you. But some of us aren't married so we don't
know how to do it." (171)

Tambu is being educated, Lucia speaks her mind, and even Maiguru leaves the

house for a few days when Babamukuru refuses to acknowledge her right to join in the
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decision-making. But Nyasha continues to suffer under her father's restrictions,

although her mother's departure gives her a certain amount of hope:

"Sometimes I feel I'm trapped by that man, just like she
is. But now she's done it, now she's broken out, I know
it's possible, so I can wait." She sighed. "But it's not
that simple, you know, really it isn't. It's not really him,
you know. I mean not really the person. It's everything,
it's everywhere. So where do you break out to? You're
just one person and it's everywhere." (174)

Here Nyasha expresses the reason that speaking and resistance can be so difficult: "it's

everywhere." What is this it? Presumably she means the traditional patriarchal system

Babamukuru subscribes to, but she also means the colonial system that intensifies it.

But whatever "it" is, it's there, and it's hard for Nyasha to put her protest into words,

especially when her words seem unlikely to be heard.

As Tambu gets ready to leave for the convent school, Nyasha tells her this is a

marvelous chance to "forget who you were, what you were and why you were that";

she really should not be accepting that "honorary space" (179), she adds, echoing the

ideas of Trinh Minh-ha. Meanwhile Nyasha's own problems continue: she has another

fight with her father about staying out late. As always, the site of the battle is Nyasha' S

body, with her father forcing her to clear her plate. She gobbles down the food and

goes upstairs to gag. "I did it myself. With my toothbrush. Don't ask me why," she

tells Tambu (190):

"Imagine all that fuss over a plateful of food. But it's
more than that really, more than just food. That's how it
comes out, but really it's all the things about boys and
men and being decent and indecent and good and bad. .

Sometimes I look at things from his point of view, you
know what I mean, traditions and expectations and
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authority, that sort of thing, and I can see what he means
But then I start thinking that he ought to look at

things from my point of view." (190)

Although Tambu finds Nyasha's situation upsetting, her own concerns focus on

her upcoming move. Nyasha and her parents take Tambu to the new school. Just as

the white narrator of "The Old Chief Mshlanga" sees the African chief's compound as

magical, Tambu sees the white-run convent as a kind of full-color fairy land:

Delicate mimosa fluffed puffs of yellow and silvery
white, robust poinsettia splashed patches of crimson and
peach against the green. Two swans cruised elegantly
across a pond in the middle of the lawn.. . I was
enchanted, so obviously that Nyasha thought she ought
to remind me that I had come to school and not on
holiday. (193)

Of course, the magic doesn't last. "I looked and looked," Tambu says, but she cannot

find "a single black face which did not belong to our party, except of course for the

porters. The porters were carrying trunks, but none of them offered to carry mine"

(194). A nun shows them in. "And the Africans live in here," she says. There are six

Africans this year, she says proudly; the six beds are crowded into a room built for

four. "It is inconvenient, isn't it?" the nun agrees (194). "Have a good time, you

African," says Nyasha as she and her parents leave (195).

Despite the barren room, Tambu finds her new school exciting. She's so busy

figuring out her new classmates and enjoying the library that she hardly notices when

Nyasha fails to visit. Nyasha does write, however; she writes mostly about their family

and friends, "letters full of lucid, irreverent detail," but one day she sends a more

serious letter. "I am missing you badly," she writes, saying that it is "more and more
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difficult to speak with the girls at school" (196), who don't like the way she speaks

either English or Shona. "They think that I am a snob," she says. "I very much would

like to belong, Tambu, but I find I do not" (196). The next letter says she's starting a

diet: "When you come back you will find a svelte, sensuous me" (197).

When Tambu sees Nyasha in August, she looks "skeletal" (198), and that night,

after another fight about eating, Nyasha wakes Tambu at three in the morning:

"They've done it to me," she accused, whispering still.
"Really, they have." And then she became stern. "It's
not their fault. They did it to them too. You know they
did," she whispered. "To both of them, but especially to
him. They put him through it all. But it's not his fault,
he's good." Her voice took on a Rhodesian accent.
"He's a good boy, a good munt. A bloody good kaffir,"
she informed in sneering sarcastic tones. (200)

It's obvious that the "Rhodesian" accent Nyasha mimics is not the English Tambu

considers "normal"which is also not the English "with an accent" that Nyasha speaks

on coming back from England. "Normal" English is African English. All the noise

brings Nyasha's parents:

Nyasha was beside herself with fury. She rampaged,
shredding her history book between her teeth ("Their
history. Fucking liars. Their bloody lies."). . . "They've
trapped us. But I won't be trapped. I'm not a good girl.
I won't be trapped." (201)

The description of Nyasha as "beside herself' is used metaphorically, but it also seems

reminiscent of Tambu's feeling of leaving her own body when she attempts to resist her

uncle's orders.

Despite Nyasha' s obvious anguish, the first psychiatrist she sees says that she

"could not be ill, that Africans did not suffer in the way we had described. She was
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making a scene" (202). Nyasha asks for a black psychiatrist, but there are none. A

second white psychiatrist finds her a place in a clinic, where with medicine "and the

practical attention of her aunts who lived in the city," she begins to improve (202).

When Tambu goes back to school, she is still not sure what will happen:

If Nyasha who had everything could not make it, where
could I expect to go? I could not bear to think about it,
because at that time we were not sure whether she would
survive. All I knew was that the doctor would not
commit himself. Nyasha's progress was still in the
balance, and so, as a result, was mine. (202)

Tambu's education

By the time Tambu writes her booklong after the story itself endsshe is

able to question the colonial system that has both damaged her cousin and provided her

own education. Ironically, her "escape" (and her questioning) is possible only because

of this education itself. This irony takes us back to Spivak' s question: can the subaltern

speak? And if she does, has she lost her subaltern status? Tambulike Richard

Rodriguez, the "scholarship boy"goes to the convent to become the "scholarship

girl," molding herself to the image the colonizers want: African "in blood and colour,

but English in taste, in opinions, in morals, in intellect," as Macaulay wrote about the

Indians he sought to educate (Macaulay 430). Like Nyasha, Tambu is in danger of

losing her African self, but she is not in danger of becoming an English girl. Tambu has

"this very solid background. She knows exactly where she's come from," says

Dangarembga (Interview, Wilkinson 193).
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Instead of accepting English ways as Babamukuru has doneas Nyasha fears

she will doTambu learns "their" language well enough to tell her story. In some

ways, she might be considered a "mimic woman," a copy of the original that is "almost

the same but not white" (Bhabha 364). But I'm not really comfortable with this

analysis. When Bhabha talks about "almost the same, but not quite," who is making

this judgment? It seems to me that the terms of this novel turn the situation around.

Here, we don't see Tambu or Nyasha failing to be "real whites"; instead, we see it from

the other side. Nyasha comes back from England speaking English with an accent:

Tambu defines the norm as African English, and I see no reason to view African

English as "not quite right" within this framework. Where we stand affects our

interpretation. Said may define London as "the metropole," the colonial center of the

world, but does Tambu need to accept that definition? This is a Zimbabwean book:

why should we not define Zimbabwe as the center of the world? Given that frame of

reference, who defines the "mimic man"? Does the mimic man try to produce a rupture

by reflecting a "not quite right" image, or does he try to "get it right" and fail, thus

becoming a comical figure? Whatever the answer, the image seems to originate from

within a European framework, a framework that seems far from the terms of the story

we see in Nervous Conditions.

Tambu the narrator questions the role of English and education through the

viewpoint of Nyasha, wholike her own educated selfhas had access to an extensive

library of European writing. Perhaps, however, it is not so much education that

Nyasha questions as it is the particular education being offered under the colonial
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system, the education provided "for the precocious few who might prove a nuisance if

left to themselves" (179). Education itselfdespite the unavoidable complicity

between the educated and the "vast ideological machinery that silences the subaltern"

(Sharpe 143)can provide benefits, particularly for African women. As Gairola says,

"Perhaps one of the most ironic elements of postcolonial literary analysis is the fact that

readers and critics alike must access and interact'with the English language, the

imperial tongue of many postcolonial nations, to write about its hegemonizing force on

a global level" (par. 1). Despite this irony, education can be a positive force for Third

World women: "it was one of the only ways colonized people"especially women

"could rise economically, socially, and politically under colonialism" (par. 3);

"proficiency in English and/or British schooling enables colonial men and women to be

a rung above their subaltern counterparts in pre-independent colonial nations already

problematized with stringent class and sex stratification" (par. 4).

Is being "a rung above" an advantage? To those who climb up, it is; the fact

that others are left behind contributes to the educated Africans' position of complicity.

Gone makes the point, however, that the relative gains an education can give a woman

may be greater than those for a man. Whereas traditional men, already powerftil within

their own communities, may be "disempowered by English schooling," women may

gain more: "While the dangers of cultural alienation through language are equally great

for both sexes, the process of deracination may contain the seeds of freedom for some

women who aspire to broader horizons than their society's traditional gender roles

allow" (192).
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Nyasha, Tambu, and the critics

Whereas Tambu, solidly grounded within her own culture, seems to benefit

from her education, Nyasharootless from childhoodcontinues to suffer; as a girl

and a native, she has no legitimate way to protest her situation. Consequently, she uses

her body to make a statement that can be interpreted in various ways. Nyasha's

bulimia is a response to both patriarchy and colonialism: using her body to threaten her

own life, she tries to "shake her father's authoritarian hold, all the while never having to

bring into the open the problems between them" (McWilliams 110). Bhana connects

Nyasha' s refusal to eat with her refusal to be a "good girl" and a "good native": "Her

body, starved and exhausted, is barren, unlike her father's which the colonialists deem

as 'cultivatable" (23). Nyasha, however, "cannot be cultivated. Her barren body, thus

in some sense, is free from the colonizers' demands to be a good kaffir and from the

nervous demands of her father to be a good girl, not a whore. . . . she is finally

someplace beyond the violence of racist and sexist powersomeplace where she does

not have to play her gendered role of a British-educated black elite" (23).

While Nyasha' s anorexia has led to considerable critical attention, Tambu' s role

as subaltern, as Third World Woman, has also attracted significant notice. Brenda

Bosman' s article illuminates some of the confusions in feminist criticism. Clearly

influenced by Trinh Minh-ha, Bosman is so worried about where she herself "stands"

with regard to Dangarembga that she seems unable to focus on the story itself; afraid of

appropriating Dangarembga' s words, she writes her a "letter" in place of an article: "If
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I adopt the fiction of direct address, I cannot be speakingfor you" (93). Her concerns

echo those of Trihn Minh-ha, who uses these concepts in discussing the subaltern who

cannot speak for herself; it seems to me, however, that in writing this novel,

Tambu/Dangarembga has left her subaltern status behind, and Bosman's excessive

concern seems to assume far more fragility than is warranted.

Saliba discusses Nervous Conditions within "first world contexts": "we as

Western readers are divided from these women by our First World privilege, which can

translate into our complicity in multiple forms of violence against postcolonial women"

(Saliba 142). Reminding us that reading the texts of Third World women "exclusively

in terms of their victimization" or the "universal oppression" of women may "reinforce

simplistic formulas of global sisterhood" (142), Saliba suggests that Western readers

"interrogate their privilege in order to understand the violence that we do to Third

World women, both in real political terms and through our interpretation of their

experience. When we. . . implicate ourselves within these systems of power. . . we

participate in the collective work of revolution" (143).

Tambu's status as a subaltern varies at different times in the novel. Her shifting

narrative style suggests that she defines her present in terms of her past; with each new

move, it becomes clear that she cannot define her past until she has a "present" to

define it against. Attaining each new "present" positionat the mission, at the

convent, as an adult who can write storiesallows Tambu to write about the positions

she has left. It may be that a true subaltern is one who cannot speak because she has

not moved on to a "present" from which she can describe her former life. This
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concept, however, suggests questions about the definition of the subaltern as one who

cannot speak: it may be that she cannot speak because once she does, she loses her

status as one who can't.

The question of Tambu's "escape"

At the beginning of the book, Tambu refers to her own "escape." Interestingly,

her transformation takes place "off stage," somewhere within the last paragraph of the

novel. How well Tambu's escape succeeds is a matter of question. Some critics claim

that Tambu' s newfound awareness is an escape in itself, Saliba sees the readers'

recognition of their implication in colonialism as part of the work of the revolution.

Various writers see Tambu's increased awareness and attainment of voice as being her

escape. "The narrator, Tambu, achieves voice through narration, an act that gives her

liberation from her patriarchal-imposed silence" (Uwakweh 77). Similarly, Vizzard

reads the ending as indicating Tambu' s ability to "read" her culture: "Nyasha' s

condition has created the rupture whereby Tambu was enabled to (politically) read the

masculimzed colony." Nevertheless, an ability to read colonialism is quite different

from actually doing something about it.

The very physical nature of this novel suggests the unlikeliness of attributing

any such power to mere awareness. Thus Tambu's change in awareness alone may not

be very effective:

This appeal to consciousness as a strategy of resistance,
however, contradicts the dominant mode, the prevailing
syntax of the narrative, one that relentlessly documents
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the process of colonialism as a material, corporal one.
(Basu 20)

Dangarembga herself says that just being conscious of colonialism isn't enough. As she

says of Maiguru: "Her education enables her to see, to become conscious of it, but it

really doesn't enable her to do anything about it" (Interview, Petersen 346).

If colonization is a physical process, with effects on the body, then resistance

must involve more than merely a change in awareness. Nyasha seems more aware of

this than Tambu is: "Whether Nyasha' s rebellion is successful or not, she accurately

registers the workings of a disciplinary regime in general" (Basu 21). Given the

emphasis on "the body" in this book, Tambu's change in consciousness may ultimately

mean little: knowing there's a problem does not mean one can do something about it.

Like Lessing's "The Old Chief Mshlanga," Nervous Conditions presents the problem of

recognizing injustice versus actually fighting it. Lessing's young narrator sees the

unfairness of the old chiefs removal to the reservation, but she does nothing to stop it;

there is nothing she can do. In the same way, Nyasha's self-destructive behavior can

have no significant effect within the colonial system, and Tambu's eventual recognition

of injustice is similarly ineffective.

Despite her newly gained awareness, Tambu' s ability to tell her story implies an

unavoidable complicity with the colonial system. Nevertheless, there are other ways of

looking at this situation. As Gorle suggests, Tambu eventually appropriates the

language of the dominant whites and "deftly" uses it "to expose the workings of that

domination on many levels" (192). In doing so, she also reveals "the realities of

patriarchal power in traditional Shona society, showing not only its crippling impact on
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girls and women but also the real possibility that education in English may help to set

them free" (192). I think I prefer this interpretation to a focus on complicity; it places

the story of Tambu and Nyasha squarely in a Zimbabwean world rather than viewing it

as a "not quite white" extension of Western culture. It also focuses on the power the

author or narrator gains through telling her story. Dangarembga herself sees the value

in "writing about ourselves in our own voices"; in sharing the story of Tambu and

Nyasha, she has written a book that speaks to "young girls in Zimbabwe. They call me

on the telephone, you know, just to talk to me. I feel very good about that" (Interview,

George and Scott 312).

Ultimately, Tambu's real "escape" may not be possible without the political

change that takes place off stage within the novel's last paragraphthe end of white

rule in southern Rhodesia in the late 1970s. Although the book expresses the reality of

a historical Rhodesia, it may be that its publication could not have taken place until that

history was history: when the time in the future arrives, the new "present," that allows

Tambuor Dangarembgato look back on the past and speak.
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5. CONCLUSION

Both Lessing's works and Dangarembga's book involve a search for a speaking

position. The first problem, however, is to figure out what needs to be said, which is

difficult in a country where there is much that most people prefer not to think about.

By using young viewpoint characters who are as yet unaware of their own positions,

both Lessing and Dangarembga are able to portray sympathetic young women caught

within an unjust social system. For both writers, much of a story's impact depends on

what is left unsaid: the story continues after the narrative ends, resonating in the mind

of the reader.

Lessing's characters rarely see the whole picture. Only in "The Old Chief

Mshlanga" does a character recognize her own responsibility within the broader scheme

of colonialism, and once it becomes clear that her awareness cannot change anything,

she is silenced: as the old chief is moved away to a native reservation, she says nothing.

Lessing's other characters see less. Most remain a part of the colonial system they've

grown up in. If the stories seem distanteven those by first-person narratorsit is

perhaps because Lessing keeps her distance as an author, choosing her details in such a

way that the reader can often see more than the characters can. Thus, although the

young narrator of "The Nuisance" seems unaware of the significance of her own

attitude or of possible alternative interpretations of the "cross-eyed one's" suicide, the

writer is able to suggest other possibilities to the reader. Similarly, in "Traitors," the
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adult who narrates the story of her own girlhood is aware of what it means for the

white community when Mr. Thompson steps over the sexual line, but she does not

draw frirther conclusions about white responsibility; that task is left to the reader. Two

other stories involve the indirect effects of colonialism on gender roles: Charlie

Slatter's role as field boss affects his relations with his family, and in "Getting Off the

Altitude," the young narrator must come to terms with the various female roles offered

within a colonial societya society that is always delineated by the not-quite-invisible

presence of the natives "peering in" from outside.

When we read "The Old Chief Mshlanga" in terms of these other Lessing

storiesand the more distantly narrated third-person stories, in which the bleakness of

a woman's life is much more explicitly drawnit is clear that the young narrator has

little to look forward to besides a life that's similar to her mother's and to the lives of

the women in these other stories. Her choicenow that she has "seen"is to forget

what she has learned and live within the white community, or to try to resist; yet

without change on a broader scale, individual resistance is unlikely to make much

difference. Her only chance of escaping her compromised position is to leave the

country entirelyand as Third World feminists point out, inhabitants of the Western

world still do damage to Third World residents.

Although Lessing's work criticizes the colonial regime, at times it runs the risk

of textually reproducing some of the very stereotypes it seeks to criticize. As I retype

Lessing's portrayals of white attitudes, I feel uneasy: even I am textually reproducing
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colonialism, and it's as if I were becoming part of something forbidden but also

fascinating, experiencing a darker side of human nature I would rather ignore.

In theory, Tambu and Nyashaas Third World womenhave even less chance

of escape than the women in Lessing's stories have. But these girls fight back much

more tenaciously than Lessing's characters do. In fact, Nyasha is the only girl in any of

these stories who reallyfights, and as Tambu says, her rebellion may not have been

successfiul. Nyasha's struggle may lead to a dead end; the book is deliberately vague

about her fate. Tambu's own escapeor changetakes place outside the story,

somewhere within the last paragraph, after the main events have finished. How

successful her escape is can be debated; although some writers see her awareness itself

as a resolution, it seems clear that under the terms of the novel, awareness alone is not

enough. Nevertheless, the fact the Tambu (or at least Dangarembga) has created a

book is a significant advance: telling her own and Nyasha's stories may affect enough

people to cause a change in attitudes and behavior.

A major factor influencing Tambu's attainment of voice, however, is outside the

story itself, and outside her control: although her growing awareness of her own

situation is important, an even more important change is the end of white rule in the

late nineteen-seventies. This transition undoubtedly changed the ground rules affecting

who could speak and who could not in the new Zimbabwe. Like Lessing's characters,

who cannot voice their concerns within the "conversation" of white southern Africa,

Dangarembga's characters cannot bring about real change as long as the colonial

system remains in place.
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The colonial situation intensifies traditional gender differences in a patriarchal

society. Lessing's masters in the mealie fields are also masters in the house. In

Nervous Conditions, Babamukurupropped up by his position as headmaster at the

white-sponsored missionis able to be the "ultimate patriarch," controlling not only

his immediate family but his more distant relatives as well. Dangarembga's other

characters also benefit from their privileged status within their own cultures: because of

the white-run educational system, the lives of Nyasha's family and eventually Tambu

herself are more comfortable than those of Tambu's parents. Ironically, it is this very

educationnot to mention the English language itselfthat allows Nyasha and

eventually Tambu to question their positions.

Although both Lessing and Dangarembga write about young girls who are

complicit, to some extent, in the system, Dangarembga' s book is ultimately more

hopeffil. Lessing' s characters are fated to become morally implicated in benefiting from

their status as colonizers. Nyasha's family and Tambu also benefit indirectly from

colonialism, but the benefits are relatively small; those with education are better off

than those without, yet even the educated are controlled by the white colonizers.

Morally, they are not implicated to the same degree that the colonizers are.

Dangarembga's characters, on the eve of independence, have at least a chance of

working within the system to eliminate the remaining problems of gender and class

inequality. Although Tambu's own awareness may not further the work of the

revolution, books such as Dangarembga's (or Tambu's) can spark awareness and

promote change on a broad scale, just as Lessing's bookspublished after she left
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Africahave helped lead to awareness and eventual political change in all of southern

Africa.
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